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CONNECTION
LEUVA

My dear fellow LPS member,

As I did last time, knowing the schedule of printing and publishing, this
issue will reach you sometime in March.   It has been over 6 months and to
date the LPS has done nothing.  Well almost nothing.  What I have found
is that between birthdays, weddings, sadly funerals, Navratri, Diwali, new
years, rakshabandhan, other religious celebrations, and of course travel to
India we have made very little progress.   Top that off with a community
dividing issue that has brought the organization to its knees, the answer is
nothing.   But let me go a step further, the committees were assigned for
each of the goals in August.  Less than 60 days after the end of the
convention.  They too must have been hit with all the aforementioned
events and celebrations.

Regardless, we now have 5 months to recover and make this year
successful.  With that said, we will announce a series of regional meetings
as well as some initiatives to raise membership.  As I have always said,
deliverable events cause membership.  Others, who are my peers, believe
membership is a deliverable in itself.  I cannot argue that.  In fact I am of
their position.   Being a Leuva, creates a lifetime obligation of living within
the community, and further obligates you to participate.  This participation
starts with membership.

So now let’s talk about some of the passing of some of our members.
From mid December to mid January I personally attended five funerals.  I
was aware of five others I did not attend.   This one more time makes us
realize that life is fragile and not forever.  To all the families of loved ones we
have lost, on behalf of me, the executive board, and the area representatives,
our deepest condolences.  Our thoughts and prayer were and are with you.
And may their souls rest in peace.

Recently, a community breaking situation occurred in Dallas, Texas.   I
want to assure the membership that I along with the board are aware of the
situation and commit to you to protect the interest of the community, the
organization, and its members.   I will keep you posted as required moving
forward.  Lastly, I need your help.  Please keep the message of NO MORE
BEEF going, one clarification that does not mean that you can maintain the
level of consumption you had previously.  It means STOP.  This was brought
as a potential misunderstanding that could occur, so NO MORE BEEF, if
you have, then STOP.

I hope to see you at a regional, if not, have a great Holi and Ramnavmi
celebration.   BTW, please participate in your local Gujarat Day
celebrations.  This is the 50th year of our states independence and more
our identity as Gujarati.

Best regards,Best regards,Best regards,Best regards,Best regards,
MMMMMukesh J. Mukesh J. Mukesh J. Mukesh J. Mukesh J. Mooooowjiwjiwjiwjiwji
LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010

LETLETLETLETLETTER FRTER FRTER FRTER FRTER FROM OM OM OM OM THE PRESIDENTTHE PRESIDENTTHE PRESIDENTTHE PRESIDENTTHE PRESIDENT
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C O N N E C T I O N
LEUVAFrom the Editors’ deskLEUVA ‘

SSSSShaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Patelatelatelatelatel
– Joint Editor– Joint Editor– Joint Editor– Joint Editor– Joint Editor

HHHHHarshadbhai Parshadbhai Parshadbhai Parshadbhai Parshadbhai Patelatelatelatelatel
– Chief Editor– Chief Editor– Chief Editor– Chief Editor– Chief Editor

¿  ¿Ëı »ı, “¿ı‹ »˘” ¿ËıÎ‰fiÌ ’Ëı· ÿfl
 ‰¬÷ı ±Î’HÎı … ¿fl‰Ì Ωı¥±ı,

¬  ¿Ëı »ı, ¬ÎfiÿÎfi ⁄fi˘, ¬flÎ⁄ fi ⁄fi˘.
√  ¿Ëı »ı, √‹Îfi fi ¿fl˘, √‹fiı √‚Ì …Ωı.
CÎ  ¿Ëı »ı, CÎfl-CÎfl Áı‰Î ¿fl˘, CÎflÕÎ_ ÁÎ◊ı

 ÁÎfl ‰÷˝fi ¿fl˘.
«  ¿Ëı »ı, «ÌÕÎÂ˘ fiÏË, «’‚÷Î◊Ì ¿Î‹

 «·Î‰Ì …Ωı.
…  ¿Ëı »ı, Ω⁄Î_… ⁄fiÌ, Ï…_ÿ√Ì ∞÷Ì ·ıΩı.
{  ¿Ëı »ı, {ŸÿÎ Ïÿ· flËıΩı, {CÎÕ˘ fiÎ ¿flÂ˘.
À  ¿Ëı »ı, ÀÌ¿Î ¿˘¥fiÌ ¿flÂ˘ fiÏË, Àı‰

 ÁÎflÌ ’ÎÕÂ˘.
Ã  ¿Ëı »ı, Ã√Î¥ ¿ÿÌ ¿flÁ˘ fiÏË, ÃÎ‰¿Î◊Ì

 flËıΩı.
Õ  ¿Ëı »ı, Õfl ¿˘¥fi˘ ’HÎ fiÎ flÎ¬Á˘, Õfl

 Œ@÷ ’˛¤fi˘ flÎ¬Ωı.
œ  ¿Ëı »ı, œO⁄ fiÎ flËıÂ˘, œÎ_¿ ’Ì»˘Õ˘ fiÎ

 ¿flÂ˘.
÷  ¿Ëı »ı, ÷ÎflÌ-‹ÎflÌ fiÎ ¿flΩı, ÷‹ı ÷‹Îfl_

 Á_¤Î‚Ωı.
◊  ¿Ëı »ı, ◊˘ÕÎ‹Î_ Á_÷˘Ê ‹ÎfiΩı, ◊Î’Õ¿˘¥ıfi

 fi ‹ÎflÂ˘.
ÿ  ¿Ëı »ı, ÿ›Î‰Îfi ⁄fiΩı. ÿflı¿ ÁÎ◊ı ’˛ı‹◊Ì

 flËıΩı.
‘  ¿Ëı »ı, ‘√Â flÎ¬˘ ¤HÎ‰Î‹Î_, ‘‹Î˝I‹Î

 ⁄fiΩı.
fi  ¿Ëı »ı, fi‹Î·Î fi ⁄fiÂ˘, Ïfi_ÿÎ¿˘¥fiÌ

 fiÎ ¿flÂ˘.
’  ¿Ëı »ı, ’Îfl¿Ì ’_«Î÷ fi ¿flÂ˘, ’fl‹Î◊a

 ⁄fiΩı.
Œ  ¿Ëı »ı, d·Î›˘ ÷˘ dB√ÎfiÌ …ı‹ eÀÌ …Âı,

 Œ‚fiÌ ±ÎÂÎ fi flÎ¬Â˘.
⁄  ¿Ëı »ı, ⁄ËÎÿfl ⁄fiΩı, Ï⁄¿HÎ fi ⁄fiÂ˘.
¤  ¿Ëı »ı, ¤·Î ⁄fiΩı, ¤˛WÀÎ«ÎflÌ fiÎ ◊Â˘.
‹  ¿Ëı »ı, ‹Î÷Î-Ï’÷ÎfiÌ Áı‰Î ¿flΩı, ‹Î√Ìfiı

 ¿ÿÌ fiÎ ·ıÂ˘.
›  ¿Ëı »ı, ›ÂV‰Ì ⁄fiΩı, ›Â ‹ı‚‰˘….
fl  ¿Ëı »ı, flÎ‹ ⁄fiΩı, flÎ‰HÎ fiÎ ⁄fiÂ˘.
·  ¿Ëı »ı, ·Î›¿Î÷ ¿ı‚‰Ωı, ·˘¤Ì fiÎ

 ⁄fiÂ˘.
‰  ¿Ëı »ı, ‰ŒÎÿÎfl ⁄fiΩı, ‰√fl ¿Î‹fiÌ

 ‰Î÷fi˘ fiÎ ¿flÂ˘.
Â  ¿Ëı »ı, Âfl‰Ìfl ⁄fiΩı, Âı÷Îfi fi ⁄fiÂ˘.
Á  ¿Ëı »ı, Á÷¿‹˝ ¿flÌ “ÃÎ¿˘fl” Á˙fi_ ¤·_

 ¿flΩı.
Ë  ¿Ëı »ı, ËÁ÷Î_ ËÁ÷Î_ ∞‰fi Ï‰÷Î‰Ωı,

 ËÎfl‹Î_ ’HÎ ‹˘ÀÌ ∞÷ Ë˘› »ı.
ZÎ  ¿Ëı »ı, ZÎÏhÎ› ⁄fiΩı.
iÎ  ¿Ëı »±ı, iÎÎfiÌ ⁄fiΩı.

∞‰fi ∞‰‰ÎfiÌ ⁄ÎflÎ¬ÕÌ

Jt. EJt. EJt. EJt. EJt. Editorditorditorditorditor’’’’’s Commentss Commentss Commentss Commentss Comments

Now more than ever it seems like life is throwing us many curve balls.  The ability to
cope with the stresses created can be handled successfully with the help only a few
personal assets.  These assetsare a loving family, close friends, helpful samaj (LPS or
local),faith, or personal inner strength. Void of these, life can be highly difficult.  In
this issue we emphasize on how Leuvas living in America balance their lives and
balance the influences of being in a dual culture environment.   We also want the
reader to spend more time focusing on family.  The goal is to try to understand the
pushes and pulls on our youth as they not only deal with dual cultures, but also,
physical and emotional changes of their age.  Again, the idea is not to compromise your
traditional values and beliefs; but, to reinvent them so that they appear fluid and with
the times so that integration is simplified.

The cover page exhibits the notion of aLeuvaFAMILYmoving into the New Year, we
must adoptthe good of both cultures and simultaneously, leave behind the bad, such as
our Leuva battle with drinking and tobacco, especially amongst the youth. If we don’t talk
about it, it stays in the closet.

On my part, I want to bridge the communication gap between new and old generation
of Leuva by giving them both materials for study.  To this end, on this page is a way to start
teaching/learning a little bit of Gujarati.  Enjoy and if it is difficult just say “Aal Is Well.”
Recognize the letters in the gujarati pages in this issue and sound them out; magically you
will recognize the words!  Gujarati is that easy.

On an off note , this issue comes to you during a season when most of us are/were
in India. So we highly recognize and appreciate the individuals who devoted time to
submit articles and pictures.   We encourage all of you to do the same and moreover, we
ask your children to submit topics they would like to see discussed.   Also, if you like
aspects of the magazine that should never go away such as kids connect, health connect,
etc…  let us know by emailing our publisher Nancy Patel.  Feedback is sooo important,
good or bad.

Thank Thank Thank Thank Thank YYYYYou for you for you for you for you for your rour rour rour rour readershipeadershipeadershipeadershipeadership,,,,,
SSSSShailesh Phailesh Phailesh Phailesh Phailesh Patel (atel (atel (atel (atel (Jt. EJt. EJt. EJt. EJt. Editor)ditor)ditor)ditor)ditor)
TTTTTulsa, Oulsa, Oulsa, Oulsa, Oulsa, Oklahoma (Iklahoma (Iklahoma (Iklahoma (Iklahoma (Isrsrsrsrsroli)oli)oli)oli)oli)

Ka – kaheche, “Kemcho” kahevanipaheldarvakhteapnejkarvijoye.
Kha – kaheche, Khandan Bun-o Kharabna Bun-o.
Ga – kaheche, gooman n karo, gumnegarijajo.
Gha – kaheche, ghargharsevakaro, gardasathesaruvartankaro.

Special thanks toSpecial thanks toSpecial thanks toSpecial thanks toSpecial thanks to
Thakorbhai PThakorbhai PThakorbhai PThakorbhai PThakorbhai Patel, Matel, Matel, Matel, Matel, Milledgeville GA, (Lakanpor)illedgeville GA, (Lakanpor)illedgeville GA, (Lakanpor)illedgeville GA, (Lakanpor)illedgeville GA, (Lakanpor)

DDDDDahyabhai R. Pahyabhai R. Pahyabhai R. Pahyabhai R. Pahyabhai R. Patel Richmond, atel Richmond, atel Richmond, atel Richmond, atel Richmond, TTTTTX ()  for keeping this little teaching aid.X ()  for keeping this little teaching aid.X ()  for keeping this little teaching aid.X ()  for keeping this little teaching aid.X ()  for keeping this little teaching aid.
These arThese arThese arThese arThese are exe exe exe exe excellent Ncellent Ncellent Ncellent Ncellent Neeeeew w w w w YYYYYears rears rears rears rears resolutions.esolutions.esolutions.esolutions.esolutions.
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C O N N E C T I O N
LEUVA Board of DirectorsLEUVA
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C O N N E C T I O N
LEUVAArea RepresentativeLEUVA

List of Area Representatives 2010List of Area Representatives 2010List of Area Representatives 2010List of Area Representatives 2010List of Area Representatives 2010
1 AR Mukesh Patel (501) 486-9121 m66np@yahoo.com Little Rock

2 AR Satish J Patel (901) 210-8799 hallmarcinn@yahoo.com Marion

3 CA Dalsukh K Patel (562) 865-0020 amarpatel15@gmail.com Cerritos

4 CA Kamal R Hira (323) 867-7001 kamalh17@yahoo.com Los Angeles

5 CA Dilip R Patel (415) 332-1732 dildili@yahoo.com Mill Valley

6 CA Navin N Patel (650) 773-2100 navinwpatel@yahoo.com Hillsborough

7 CA Mahendra Arvind (415) 254-7650 mahendraarvind@comcast.net Mill Valley

8 CA Ashok Patel (530) 242-1762    akpgoji@sbcglobal.net Redding

9 CA Hasmukh B Patel (213) 503-0025 bdayalji@gmail.com Los Angeles

10 FL Chris Patel (941) 575-1360 chrispatel1202@yahoo.com Punta Gorda

11 FL Anil D.Patel (904) 536-4411 anil@asutosh.com Jacksonville

12 FL Dipak Patel (352) 732-4590 dpatel391@yahoo.com Ocala

13 FL Vasant Desai (850) 723-5962 eodesai@yahoo.com Pensecola

14 FL Piyush Mulji (813) 298-8611 piyush@mulji.net Dade City

15 GA Nagindas Patel (404) 642-1611 naginhira@aol.com Smyrna

16 GA Deepak R Patel (912) 655-8842 royalinn@gmail.com Rincon

17 IL Harshad Patel (309) 764-1709 hpatel7896@aol.com Moline

18 KY Pinakin Thakor (502) 316-0207 prthakor1313@yahoo.com Ashland

19 KY Dharmendra(Dan) Patel (859) 351-5392 pateldan76@yahoo.com Paris

20 MA Dilip K Patel (713) 540-2359 dpatelgoji@gmail.com Sutton

21 MS Babubhai Patel (601) 209-0878 jerrypatel59@gmail.com Clinton

22 MS Devendra Patel (601) 456-6485 devbajipura@aol.com Vicksburg

23 NY Dhirubhai Patel (914) 536-9344 sawmill25@aol.com Elmsford

24 OH Hemant Patel (513) 295-1917 patelaashi@msn.com Springfield

25 OH Sunil Desai (513) 226-6794 srkdesai@hotmail.com Cincinnati

26 OK Hitesh S Patel (478) 394-3551 kareenapatel02@yahoo.com Sulphur

27 OK Paresh Patel (918) 633-6509 pete@promisehotels.com Tulsa

28 OR Dilip Patel (541) 731-9645 dpatel026@aol.com Eugene

29 OR Nikhil Bhikhubhai Patel (503) 559-9509 premierhospitality@yahoo.com Wilsonville

30 SC Thakorbhai Patel (803) 261-4747 abbvirk@msn.com Columbia

31 SC J C Patel (803) 524-1120 Rock Hill

32 SC Natu V Patel (843) 229-6391 natuvpatel@yahoo.com Florence

33 TN Ashvin Patel (731) 298-5819 daysinndickson@yahoo.com Dickson

34 TN Jitu Dhanjibhai Patel (615) 491-2070 kalpanaptl@yahoo.com Nashville

35 TN Rajendra N Patel (931) 580-1419 rpatel63@comcast.net Shelbyville

36 TN Chetan P Kana (731) 298-6015 cpkana@aol.com Jackson

37 TN Ramesh B Patel (615) 969-9990 keval65@yahoo.com Goodletsville

38 TN Pravin N Patel (423) 892-1500 petervhg@comcast.net Chattnooga

39 TX Ashwin D Patel (713) 256-3623 ashwinp67@yahoo.com Pearland

40 TX Kamlesh J Patel (254) 760-2420 kamcoors@aol.com Harker Heights

41 TX Hasu D Patel (713) 861-9000 HasuDPatel@aol.com Houston

42 TX Pravin K Patel (214) 207-3093 pkpatel06@att.net Dallas

43 TX Himanshu M Patel (409) 543-2215 hemanmpatel@yahoo.com Sabine Pass

44 TX Samir T Patel (832) 567-8484 sampatelstp@yahoo.com Houston

45 TX Manish Desai (713) 410-5109 symphony@sbcglobal.net Houston

46 TX Balvant T Patel (214) 223-1952 pateldavid62@yahoo.com Irving

47 TX Jayesh M Patel (214) 926-6034 jaybriya@msn.com Canton

48 WA Arvind Patel (503) 708-5404 arvind@asmhotels.com Vancouver

No. State Name Cell Number Email Address Address No. State Name Cell Number Email Address Address
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C O N N E C T I O N
LEUVA Kids ConnectLEUVA

MENSA PUZZLEMENSA PUZZLEMENSA PUZZLEMENSA PUZZLEMENSA PUZZLE
Which number fits into the empty box?Which number fits into the empty box?Which number fits into the empty box?Which number fits into the empty box?Which number fits into the empty box?

55555 66666 88888
1212121212 2020202020 3636363636

44444 55555 77777
1111111111 1919191919 3535353535

33333 44444 66666
1010101010 1818181818

BBBBBULLULLULLULLULL’S E’S E’S E’S E’S EYEYEYEYEYE
How many words of four or moreHow many words of four or moreHow many words of four or moreHow many words of four or moreHow many words of four or more
letters can you make from the lettersletters can you make from the lettersletters can you make from the lettersletters can you make from the lettersletters can you make from the letters
shown? Every word must contain theshown? Every word must contain theshown? Every word must contain theshown? Every word must contain theshown? Every word must contain the
central lettercentral lettercentral lettercentral lettercentral letter. . . . . TherTherTherTherThere should be onee should be onee should be onee should be onee should be one
seven-letter word. British Englishseven-letter word. British Englishseven-letter word. British Englishseven-letter word. British Englishseven-letter word. British English
Dictionary is used as a reference.Dictionary is used as a reference.Dictionary is used as a reference.Dictionary is used as a reference.Dictionary is used as a reference.

Ratings:Ratings:Ratings:Ratings:Ratings:
14 A14 A14 A14 A14 Avvvvverage; 17 Gerage; 17 Gerage; 17 Gerage; 17 Gerage; 17 Gold; 19 Oold; 19 Oold; 19 Oold; 19 Oold; 19 Outstandingutstandingutstandingutstandingutstanding

DDDDD

CCCCC
EEEEE

AAAAA
SSSSS

NNNNN

TTTTT

SSSSSend 'n' Send 'n' Send 'n' Send 'n' Send 'n' Surururururf Scramblerf Scramblerf Scramblerf Scramblerf Scrambler

FFFFFind the Dind the Dind the Dind the Dind the Differifferifferifferifferenceenceenceenceence
Nine things in the picture on the right side are missing or different in the picture on the bottom. Can you find them all?Nine things in the picture on the right side are missing or different in the picture on the bottom. Can you find them all?Nine things in the picture on the right side are missing or different in the picture on the bottom. Can you find them all?Nine things in the picture on the right side are missing or different in the picture on the bottom. Can you find them all?Nine things in the picture on the right side are missing or different in the picture on the bottom. Can you find them all?

PPPPPlease find the all answlease find the all answlease find the all answlease find the all answlease find the all answers on Pers on Pers on Pers on Pers on Page number 12age number 12age number 12age number 12age number 12
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C O N N E C T I O N
LEUVALEUVA Culture Connect

SSSSShrhrhrhrhreya Peya Peya Peya Peya Patelatelatelatelatel
from Dallasfrom Dallasfrom Dallasfrom Dallasfrom Dallas

TTTTTexas –exas –exas –exas –exas –
PPPPParararararents arents arents arents arents areeeee
Nitin andNitin andNitin andNitin andNitin and

PPPPParararararna Pna Pna Pna Pna Patel –atel –atel –atel –atel –
GaamGaamGaamGaamGaam

RiyaRiyaRiyaRiyaRiya

ChirChirChirChirChirag, ag, ag, ag, ag, VVVVVidisha,idisha,idisha,idisha,idisha,
and Sayana (theirand Sayana (theirand Sayana (theirand Sayana (theirand Sayana (their

little daughter)little daughter)little daughter)little daughter)little daughter)
are from Sanare from Sanare from Sanare from Sanare from San

FranciscoFranciscoFranciscoFranciscoFrancisco
California andCalifornia andCalifornia andCalifornia andCalifornia and
Gaam Bajipura.Gaam Bajipura.Gaam Bajipura.Gaam Bajipura.Gaam Bajipura.

IshikaIshikaIshikaIshikaIshika

RRRRReena Peena Peena Peena Peena Patel and Kaleb Patel and Kaleb Patel and Kaleb Patel and Kaleb Patel and Kaleb Patel fratel fratel fratel fratel from Bom Bom Bom Bom Bhagumrhagumrhagumrhagumrhagumraaaaa

"Longview"Longview"Longview"Longview"Longview
TTTTTexas:exas:exas:exas:exas:
LeuvaLeuvaLeuvaLeuvaLeuva
LadiesLadiesLadiesLadiesLadies

Living OneLiving OneLiving OneLiving OneLiving One
LLLLLife ife ife ife ife TTTTTwowowowowo
Cultures"Cultures"Cultures"Cultures"Cultures"
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C O N N E C T I O N
LEUVA LEUVA Culture Connect

When we moved to this country
we were no longer just Indians.
We were part desi n part

Americans. How much desi u r vs how much
American you r depends on ur life experience
here in this country. I like to take the good
from both cultures n call it my own. One is
definitely not better than the other. What
we call American culture is not a culture of
one country but blended mix of the world
and it tend to be little more westernized
because there is more Europeans here. Our
culture is only from our country n therefore
with one narrow view. I think LPS n local
samaj will always be part of our Indian
community but will become less n less
important as we melt into this pot we call our
country. I do not consider myself a desi or a
complete American but a blend of both n
that is why I feel out of place in India. My
kids if asked 10 yrs from now will say that
they r more American than desi n their kids
will be even more American until eventually
some grand kid of mine will only have some
fraction of  Indian culture. At this point my
family tree will have completed its migration
into this country.

UUUUUrrrrresh Pesh Pesh Pesh Pesh Patelatelatelatelatel
360-609-2862360-609-2862360-609-2862360-609-2862360-609-2862
Apex Hospitality Inc.Apex Hospitality Inc.Apex Hospitality Inc.Apex Hospitality Inc.Apex Hospitality Inc.

What we call "American culture" is
more a lifestyle, what we have in
our blood is culture.

First of all I would like to define culture
before I go on with my own thoughts.
• An integrated pattern of human
knowledge, belief, and behavior that depends
upon the capacity for symbolic thought and
social learning
• The set of shared attitudes, values, goals,
and practices that characterizes an institution,
organization or group

Based on the above statement, I expand
my idea. We came to the US as immigrants.
Our parents were our guideposts. Whatever
we knew at that time were all taught by our
reliogion. While growing up in the US we
found that the ideas and the belief of this
country were all different, this “melting pot
beliefs” were confusing.

Take the holidays, holidays here alone
are from a lot of different cultures, St. Patricks
day(Irish) Halloween(more a celtic idea)
Christmas(obvious Christian belief ) etc. etc.
For the holidays we do not convert to any
particular religion but we embrace certain
aspects that are good and that can bring a
family together, on Halloween we let the kids
dress up and go trick or treating, on Christmas
we exchange gifts and even have a family get
together with our "desi khana" its not
becoming Christian but its taking a value of
one culture that is "ideal" for our own family
"togetherness." I personally do this for my
son so he can have fun and also can
understand the culture belief of the country
he lives in.  Yet at the same time I have taught
him the meaning of Diwali, and Navratri,
the value of bending and touching the
elderlys' feet for their blessings. When living
in a country that is a "melting pot" we can
not be or teach bias ideas to the next
generations, to live side by side we must
embrace the best of both and any culture.

"The balance" is not the same for any
one person ever, there are no exact recipe for
life and culture. What I believe in as a Hindu
and what I take from the American culture;
and then blend it together to make it my
own "lifestyle" is going to be way different
from any one of you who is reading this.

Just because it is taught does not mean it
will be followed.  Our parents have embedded
us with the Hindu ideas and culture but, what
we choose to follow is at the end our decision.
Some of us still question our own rituals with
the question "why" is this done, what purpose
does it have? And if there are no answers to
justify us (or even ones with nonsense to it) we
disregard that belief.  Let’s take for example,
some of us name our kids according to "rashis,"
but why? Well as it was told to me it's because
there is a specific time and date and along with
the stars and planets alignment (known as
kundali) we should be named according to a
particular sound (ka dha na etc, etc.) otherwise
bad things can happen to us down the road,
how much we believe in that; that is our choice,
some of us name our children without that
consideration.

The one thing that I do disagree with is
how some have said no longer will certain
tradions will be followed as new generations
grow up, there are certain friends of mine who
are hard core believer in the same teachings
that our parents have been taught, and yes
those are the same people we call "desis" (The
word is originally from Sanskrit, literally
meaning "from the country" or "of the
country," also means "native" or "traditional")
I feel when I look at them and how they keep
alive the Indian culture and beliefs, there will
be no vanishing of our culture in this country.
Call them "desi" as you please but it is thanks
to them our roots will be well grounded.

So here we are "the balance."  The balance
for us all is different "the recipe for balance"
is not a definite one, each of us make our
own...how we live with two cultures is also
based on us as individuals.What we like we
blend and make it our own, whether its
Indian or American, we take the best of each
world and that is how our "Indian, American
lifestyle" is lived...each day

Always me. Always me. Always me. Always me. Always me. TTTTTina, Alabama.ina, Alabama.ina, Alabama.ina, Alabama.ina, Alabama.

Smile it increases ur face value... :-)Smile it increases ur face value... :-)Smile it increases ur face value... :-)Smile it increases ur face value... :-)Smile it increases ur face value... :-)

“I do not want my house to be walled in on“I do not want my house to be walled in on“I do not want my house to be walled in on“I do not want my house to be walled in on“I do not want my house to be walled in on
all sides and my windows to be stuffed. Iall sides and my windows to be stuffed. Iall sides and my windows to be stuffed. Iall sides and my windows to be stuffed. Iall sides and my windows to be stuffed. I
want the cultures of all the lands to be blownwant the cultures of all the lands to be blownwant the cultures of all the lands to be blownwant the cultures of all the lands to be blownwant the cultures of all the lands to be blown
about my house as freely as possible. But Iabout my house as freely as possible. But Iabout my house as freely as possible. But Iabout my house as freely as possible. But Iabout my house as freely as possible. But I
rrrrrefuse to be bloefuse to be bloefuse to be bloefuse to be bloefuse to be blown off my feet bwn off my feet bwn off my feet bwn off my feet bwn off my feet by anyy anyy anyy anyy any.....”””””
-Mahatma Gandhi...-Mahatma Gandhi...-Mahatma Gandhi...-Mahatma Gandhi...-Mahatma Gandhi...

MMMMMerging into the US culturerging into the US culturerging into the US culturerging into the US culturerging into the US cultureeeee TTTTThe culturalhe culturalhe culturalhe culturalhe cultural
melting potmelting potmelting potmelting potmelting pot
Culture connections: Coming asCulture connections: Coming asCulture connections: Coming asCulture connections: Coming asCulture connections: Coming as
Indians living as Americans cameIndians living as Americans cameIndians living as Americans cameIndians living as Americans cameIndians living as Americans came
natural here...natural here...natural here...natural here...natural here...
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There is one thing that is certain in
this lifetime: eventually we all must
die. A belief in the cyclical

reincarnation of the soul is one of the
foundations of the our religion. Death is
viewed as a natural aspect of life, and there
are sacred scriptures, and Vedic guidance that
describe the reason for death's existence, the
rituals that should be performed
surrounding it, and the many possible
destinations of the soul after departure from
its earthly existence.

Cremation is a ritual designed to do much
more than dispose of the body; it is intended
to release the soul from its earthly existence.
We believe that cremation (compared to burial
or outside disintegration) is most spiritually
beneficial to the departed soul. This is based
on the belief that the "astral body" or Atma
will linger  as long as the physical body remains
visible. If the body is not cremated, the soul
remains nearby for days or months.

The death ritual does not end with the
elimination of the body. There is still the
safety of the soul to look after. To ensure the
passage during its voyage to the Otherworld,
an eleven-day ritual called shraddha is
performed. It consist(s) of daily offerings of
rice balls, called pindas, which provide a
symbolic, transitional body for the dead.
During these days, the dead person makes
the journey to the heavens or the world of
the ancestors, or the far shore we do not
know. On the twelfth day a ritual called
sapindikarana is performed by  making one
large pinda (representing the deceased) and
three small, representing the father,
grandfather and great grandfather. The large
ball is cut in three pieces and joined with
the small pindas to ritually unite the soul
with the ancestors in the next world. The
pindas are fed to the crows, to a cow or
thrown in a river for the fish. Some perform
this rite on the 11th day after cremation.
Others perform it twice: on the 31st day or
(11th, 15th, etc.) and after one year. Once
the first sapindikarana is completed, the
ritual impurity ends. Monthly repetition is
also common for one year.

Now as we know the funeral rites of
cremation either on funeral pyre of
crematorium does not dispose of the body
completely. The remains are known as ashes
and are handed back to the family members
in urn. The process of receiving the ashes and
its final disposal is important from a spiritual
point of view. Depending on the process
adopted we can help our departed loved one

to move on in their afterlife or we may be
instrumental in their remaining earthbound.

The ashes after cremation are the last
vestiges of the person. The ashes therefore
have the same frequencies as that of the
departed person. As we know that we can
medically identify a decomposed body that
is beyond recognition by a technique such as
DNA tests i.e. a small remnant of tooth or
hair matches exactly to the person. Similarly
the smallest remnant of corpse in the form of
ashes has the same frequencies and vibrations
as that of the person. These frequencies are of
the negative nature as more than 50% of the
population is below 30% spiritual level. As a
result these ashes are distressing us at subtle
level being of Tamas nature.

There is also a subtle bond that exists
between the ashes and the departed ancestor
because of the similar frequencies. These
frequencies and subtle bond can be used by
ghosts to create obstacles in the subtle body’s
journey after death. By creating obstacles in
the onward journey in the afterlife, ghosts
(demons, devils, negative energies, etc.)
capture and then end up controlling the
subtle body. This enables them to trouble
the subtle body or make it do many
undesirable acts as per their bidding, like
troubling others. In almost all cases where
the ancestor is earthbound they end up
troubling their descendents. Hence it is very
essential to dispose of the ashes at the earliest
with a primary purpose to help departed soul
to move on in the afterlife with minimum
negative impact on surviving relatives.

 Well it is very difficult to dispose of the
ashes immediately for people living away from
their native land India and where to store the
ashes is a big question. It is not advisable to
bring the ashes in the house as it increases

attachment of the departed ancestor`s subtle
body and makes it more earthbound instead
of hastening its momentum in the afterlife.
So if for any reason the ashes cannot be
disposed of immediately the sealed urn is
best kept outside the house tied to the tree.

Now the question is what is the best
option to dispose of the ashes; to bury in
the ground or immerse in the water.

The immersion of ashes in the water is
the most spiritual way to dispose of the ashes
for the following reasons.
•  It is easier for ghosts (demons, devils,
negative energies, etc.) to gain control of the
ashes and the subtle body and misuse it.
This is especially so when they find the ashes
all together in one place in the ground. By
immersing the ashes in water, they are
dispersed and hence unavailable to the
ghosts in a collected form to gain control of.
• As water is all-assimilating, it imbibes the
distressing vibrations remaining from the
dead body in the ashes and the other
Absolute Cosmic elements related to the
subtle body like Absolute Earth, Fire, Air
element etc. This helps to break the
remaining attachment of the subtle body to
its physical body on Earth. As a result, the
probability of the subtle body getting stuck
in the Earth plane as well as that of being
attacked by ghosts is dramatically reduced.
• Sea water is the best for disposal of ashes.
This is because sea water has the maximum
all-assimilating property among all types of
waters. Amongst other waters, holy rivers
are the best. Holy rivers are those rivers
whose waters have a very high content of
subtle basic sattva component. For example,
in rivers like the Ganges in India the subtle
basic sattva component is high despite the
water being heavily polluted. In general,
flowing water is the best as it scatters the
ashes thus making it near impossible for the
ghosts or other negative forces to gain control
on the subtle body through the ashes.

Some people make cremation jewelry by
placing a lock of hair, or dried flower from
funeral or ashes in a locket pendant or
bracelet. This is very dangerous as we are
causing impediment to our ancestor`s journey
to the other world and also expose our self to
the risk of being affected by negative forces.

We have deep respect to our departed
loved one and so it is our holy duty to ensure
that their subtle body or Atma does not remin
earthbound and makes safe journey to the
other world where it rests in peace.

By Ravindra Dave - LPS of USABy Ravindra Dave - LPS of USABy Ravindra Dave - LPS of USABy Ravindra Dave - LPS of USABy Ravindra Dave - LPS of USA

Soul’s voyage: Holy rites are the only waySoul’s voyage: Holy rites are the only waySoul’s voyage: Holy rites are the only waySoul’s voyage: Holy rites are the only waySoul’s voyage: Holy rites are the only way

HHHHHindu last rites: Hindu last rites: Hindu last rites: Hindu last rites: Hindu last rites: Holy way to deparoly way to deparoly way to deparoly way to deparoly way to depart a dear soult a dear soult a dear soult a dear soult a dear soul
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NoNoNoNoNo NameNameNameNameName GaamGaamGaamGaamGaam Date of DemiseDate of DemiseDate of DemiseDate of DemiseDate of Demise City/StateCity/StateCity/StateCity/StateCity/State  Age Age Age Age Age Names of survivorsNames of survivorsNames of survivorsNames of survivorsNames of survivors

1 Jivanbhai Madhavbhai Sisodara (Arak) 01-03-10 San Jose, CA  78 Wife- Kantaben, Son- Tarunbhai,
Daughter- Nayanben

2 Khushalbhai Dahyabhai Kharvasa 01-01-10 Texarkana, TX  78 Wife- Niruben, Sons- Devendra,
Tarun, Daughters- Rita, Kala and Gita

3 Shantaben Bhikhabhai Sevni 12-27-09 Union, KY  85 Sons- Babubhai, Kishorbhai, Natubhai
Daughters-Kanchanben and Pushpaben

4 Amritbhai Kanjibhai Umrakh 12-24-09 Fresno, CA  71 Wife- Induben, Son Anoop, Daughter- Bina
5 Dinubhai Narottambhai Ambheti 12-14-09 India  88 Brother Dolatbhai, Sons Dipakbhai,

Satishbhai, Daughters Meena,
Nila and Bharti

6 Ranchhodbhai Dahyabhai Devadh 12-02-09 Henderson, KY  88 Sons- Nareshbhai, Mangubhai,Amratbhai,
Bhulabhai, Daughter- Saritaben

7 Arvind Parbhu Lakhanpore 11-26-09 Antioch, TN  53 Father-Dulabhbhai, Wife-Daxa,
Son- Tushar

8 Nareshbhai Khushalbhai Baben 11-25-09 Lebanon, TN  45 Wife- Diana, Son- Darshan,
Daughter- Radha

9 Manekben Bhulabhai Segva 11-24-09 Old Hickory, TN  97 Balubhai, Laxmiben, Hasmukhbhai,
Bhanuben, Gitaben

10 Jivanbhai Madhavbhai Sisodara (Arak) 01-03-10 San Jose, CA  78 Wife- Kantaben, Son- Tarunbhai,
Daughter- Nayanben

Amritbhai Kanjibhai PAmritbhai Kanjibhai PAmritbhai Kanjibhai PAmritbhai Kanjibhai PAmritbhai Kanjibhai Patelatelatelatelatel
UUUUUmrakh, Fmrakh, Fmrakh, Fmrakh, Fmrakh, Frrrrresno, CAesno, CAesno, CAesno, CAesno, CA

Birth: 9/14/1938    Death: 12/24/2009Birth: 9/14/1938    Death: 12/24/2009Birth: 9/14/1938    Death: 12/24/2009Birth: 9/14/1938    Death: 12/24/2009Birth: 9/14/1938    Death: 12/24/2009

Late ArLate ArLate ArLate ArLate Arvind D Pvind D Pvind D Pvind D Pvind D Parbhuarbhuarbhuarbhuarbhu
 LakhanporLakhanporLakhanporLakhanporLakhanpore, Ne, Ne, Ne, Ne, Nashville ashville ashville ashville ashville TTTTTennessee.ennessee.ennessee.ennessee.ennessee.

Birth: 09/13/1956    Death: 11/26/2009Birth: 09/13/1956    Death: 11/26/2009Birth: 09/13/1956    Death: 11/26/2009Birth: 09/13/1956    Death: 11/26/2009Birth: 09/13/1956    Death: 11/26/2009
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MMMMMensa Pensa Pensa Pensa Pensa Puzzle: uzzle: uzzle: uzzle: uzzle: 34. Working with the corresponding numbers in each box the numbers decreas
by one each move downwards.

BBBBBullullullullull’’’’’s Es Es Es Es Eyyyyye: e: e: e: e: acted, anted, cadet, caned, cased, dance, date, dean, DESCANT, sand, sated, sedan,
send, stand, stead, tend

FFFFFind the Dind the Dind the Dind the Dind the Differifferifferifferifference:ence:ence:ence:ence: 1.1.1.1.1. A sun has appeared in the top left corner. 2.2.2.2.2. A palm tree is missing
The dad's shirt has a different pattern. 3.3.3.3.3. The boy has on a t-shirt. 4.4.4.4.4. The boy's surfboard is
different. 5.5.5.5.5. There is a bumper sticker on the front fender. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. There is a hood ornament on the
car. 7.7.7.7.7. There isn't a bite in the hot dog that the dad is holding. 8.8.8.8.8. A bird is missing from the top
right corner. 9.9.9.9.9. The grill at the front of the car is different
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An activity you do every dayAn activity you do every dayAn activity you do every dayAn activity you do every dayAn activity you do every day
The number one activity everywhere!
Running… no … cycling … no… skating
… no. None of these activities can make the
claim that walking can. Walking is the #1
participation sport worldwide. Why?
WWWWWell herell herell herell herell here are are are are are a fee a fee a fee a fee a few good rw good rw good rw good rw good reasons.easons.easons.easons.easons.
Easy Easy Easy Easy Easy TTTTTo Do Do Do Do Dooooo:::::  There is no great trick to
walking. It does not require any special skills
or advanced conditioning. Walking doesn’t
require any special equipment or clothing. All
you need is a good pair of walking shoes,
comfortable clothing, a pedometer, and you’re
all set.
Healthy:Healthy:Healthy:Healthy:Healthy: When Hippocrates said that
“walking is the man’s best medicine”, he didn’t
realize that thousands of years later, new
benefits of walking would be discovered daily.
Some health benefits of walking include:
• Burns almost as many calories as jogging
• Eases back pains
• Slims your waist
• Lowers blood pressure
• Reduces levels of bad cholesterol
• Reduces heart attack risk
• Enhances stamina and energy
• Lessens anxiety and tension
• Improves muscle tone
• Easy on your joints
• Reduces appetite
• Increases aerobic capacity
• Can be done in short bouts
• Slows down osteoporosis bone loss
• Can be done when you’re traveling

Safe Walking is probably the safest exercise
you can do. It doesn’t require prior training
or conditioning and doesn’t involve a great
deal of physical exertion in the beginning.
Studies have even shown that due to the
design of our body, walking is more natural
than sitting, standing or running, and
walking is not as stressful to the body as other
exercises.

For example, running is more stressful
on the heart and joints and leads to many
more injuries. The shock impact of a runner’s
step is 3-4 times a person’s weight, while
walking is only one and a half. Some sports
like basketball and tennis can have a shock
force of 7 times a person’s weight.

While walking is easier on your body, it
can be just as beneficial as running in helping
you lose weight. If you run for 30 minutes at
5 miles per hour you will burn about 285
calories. If you walk for 30 minutes at 4 miles
per hour you will burn 165 calories on a
level surface, 225 on a slight incline of 5%,
and 360 calories on a 10% incline.

‘‘‘‘‘WWWWWalking, manalking, manalking, manalking, manalking, man’’’’’s best medicines best medicines best medicines best medicines best medicine’’’’’

WWWWWalking Halking Halking Halking Halking Hints:ints:ints:ints:ints:
Here are a few helpful hints on walking:
• Posture is key – In order to get the most
out of walking, good posture is crucial. Keep
your head up and your spine straight ahead.
Keep your arms and shoulders loose (do look
down occasionally to avoid possible road
obstacles).
• Take deep, regular breaths – Never hold
your breath.
• Walk, don’t run – to get the most out of
your walk you should keep a brisk pace, but
not fast. You should be able to individually
determine a correct pace shortly after starting
your walking routine. If you find it is difficult
to breathe easily, slow down. You’re obviously
walking too fast.
• Is your body trying to tell you something?-
The expression “if it feels good, do it” applies
to walking and the opposite is also true. If
you have a lot of pain or discomfort, check
with your doctor.
• Stride – Try to take, smooth strides. Your
motion should be fairly effortless, with your
arms swinging at your sides for balance.
WWWWWalking Ealking Ealking Ealking Ealking Equipment:quipment:quipment:quipment:quipment:
Shoes are the single most important piece of
equipment for the walker. It is important to
get a good pair of walking shoes with the
following characteristics.
• Provide both support and comfort to all
parts of the foot.
• Have enough toe room so that you can
wiggle your toes.
• Have firm support at the heel.
• Have a flexible cushioned sole in order to
aid in the walking gait and to absorb shock.
• Be made of breathable material,
preferably leather, or fabric to allow

perspiration to dissipate.
• Be lightweight.

While there are many shoes available at
various price ranges designed specifically for
walking, a running shoe or tennis shoe will
also serve the purpose so long as it is
comfortable and has the above characteristics.
Clothing:Clothing:Clothing:Clothing:Clothing:
Under normal weather conditions, there is
great flexibility in the type of clothes you can
wear while walking. It is advisable to wear
loose fitting clothing. This may include shorts
made of natural material and a tee shirt or a
warm-up suit. Rubberized clothing should
be avoided. Under special weather conditions,
the type of clothing you wear is extremely
important. In cold weather dress warmly in
layers of clothing which trap the heat and
allow you to remove layers if it gets warmer.
WWWWWalking Galking Galking Galking Galking Gear:ear:ear:ear:ear:
While there is no need to spend a lot of
money on walking gear, there are a number
of items that will make your walk easier, safer
and more fun.

Pedometers – is the perfect way to enhance
your walking. First of all, it’s fun to know
how many steps you’ve taken, how far you’ve
walked, or how long you’ve been walking.
Secondly, a pedometer allows you to keep
track of your progress against the goals you
have set for yourself. A pedometer will also
show you the steps taken or distance traveled
over one or several walks.

Reflective Products and lights – If you are
walking in the morning, early evening or
night, reflective products are a must. Your
gear can include a reflective vest and reflective
bands. A flashlight or strobe light also will
help you to be seen at night.
10,000 Step-A-Day-Program:10,000 Step-A-Day-Program:10,000 Step-A-Day-Program:10,000 Step-A-Day-Program:10,000 Step-A-Day-Program:
This is a great and easy program to get you
started on your lifetime walking “habit”. The
10K-A-Day program is to walk 10,000 steps
a day (which exceeds the Surgeon General’s
physical fitness recommendation of 30
minutes of exercise three times a week). When
you accomplish this, you will be burning
more calories and you’ll be walking your way
to a healthier life.

Your pedometer will count every step you
take during the day. It will add new
motivation to your exercise and the program
will keep you focused on your goal: 10,000
steps/day.

If you are trying to lose weight, you might
even try to walk 12,000 steps per day, while
maintaining a reasonable diet and drinking
lots of water.

SSSSSmooth stride: mooth stride: mooth stride: mooth stride: mooth stride: WWWWWalk, donalk, donalk, donalk, donalk, don’’’’’t rt rt rt rt rununununun
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OOOOOm Nm Nm Nm Nm Namah Samah Samah Samah Samah Shivhivhivhivhivaya…aya…aya…aya…aya…
We would like to invite members of Leuva Patidar Samaj to join us
on a Mt. Kailash Yatra!
According to Hinduism, Lord Shiva Resides on top of Mount Kailash,
where he sits in a state of meditation along with his wife Parvati, The
daughter of Himalaya. The Kailash Parvat is believed to be the
ultimate destination of souls and the spiritual center of the world.
Like Mount Kailash, Lake Mansarovar is the abode of purity.  It is a
place of pilgrimage, attracting Hindus from all over the world. Taking
a bath in Mansarovar and drinking its water is believed to cleanse all
sins committed over a hundred lifetimes.
Those who have visited the holy spots of Lake Mansarovar and
Kailash Parvat carry with them a memory of a life time which remind
them of the presence of Lord Shiva in their lives and gives them a
feeling of peace and tranquility.  The pristine beauty and serenity of
these religious sites is truly awe inspiring and instills in people the
feeling of being one with Shiva.
My name is Lina Patel and I live in Cincinnati, Ohio. I always had a

üüüü

EXPEXPEXPEXPEXPERIENCE MTERIENCE MTERIENCE MTERIENCE MTERIENCE MT. KAIL. KAIL. KAIL. KAIL. KAILASH –ASH –ASH –ASH –ASH –

LLLLLAKE MANSARAKE MANSARAKE MANSARAKE MANSARAKE MANSAROOOOOVVVVVARARARARAR
YAYAYAYAYATRATRATRATRATRA

EXPEXPEXPEXPEXPERIENCE MTERIENCE MTERIENCE MTERIENCE MTERIENCE MT. KAIL. KAIL. KAIL. KAIL. KAILASH –ASH –ASH –ASH –ASH –

LLLLLAKE MANSARAKE MANSARAKE MANSARAKE MANSARAKE MANSAROOOOOVVVVVARARARARAR
YAYAYAYAYATRATRATRATRATRA

passion for the mountains, particularly the Himalayas. Over the past
few years, I have traveled throughout Nepal, trekking to the base
camp of Mt. Everest and climbing throughout the Khumbu valley.
I’ve also spent time traveling to other areas in the region and learned
more about the Mt. Kailash / Lake Mansarovar Yatra.
The mountains are where I sense my religion, where I find peace.
What better way to celebrate life than to experience the holiest of all
Tibet's pilgrimages, Mt. Kailash and Lake Mansarovar, with family
and friends? We would like to invite you to join us to celebrate life at
Mt. Kailash – Lake Mansarovar.  Please call with any questions.
Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact:
Lina PLina PLina PLina PLina Patelatelatelatelatel :
Cell     (513)257-6700
Email: linapatel@fuse.net
BBBBBharat (Bobbharat (Bobbharat (Bobbharat (Bobbharat (Bobby) Py) Py) Py) Py) Patel:atel:atel:atel:atel:
Cell 916-718-1074
Email: pathron@yahoo.com

NAMASTENAMASTENAMASTENAMASTENAMASTE

Without a doubt what a disappointment 2009 was with the 1st quarter of 2010 trailing no better.
Too many people in our Leuva community are losing hope with a crisis of huge financial losses in their businesses whether we can
admit it openly or not, foreclosures, a struggling economy, job losses, and a burden of survival during these tough times.

 But times like these have a way of bringing out the best in our Leuva’s. We are constantly reminded that we’re all in this together –
that people from diverse points of view, representing all corners of our multi-faceted community, can come together in a spirit of
compassion to protect the most vulnerable in our community. This is what makes our Leuva Samaj so Great.

It is in this spirit of unity that we, as Leuva’s, call on our community to come together to lend a helping hand. We know that when
we reach out to help one person, we transform our entire community.

We do not know what will happen in the weeks and months ahead, but we do know we must pull together as a solid Leuva
Samaj to recover from the recent economic storm. We cannot do much to fix the economy on our own. But there is something
concrete we can do: We can come together in unity and we can choose to help one another.

The act of helping and giving is simple but profoundly powerful. It connects us to one another, and makes each one of us stronger,
more resilient. Please take a moment during these hard times to reflect on the power of our remarkable Leuva Samaj, and commit yourself
to helping those in need. Let’s put our shared aspirations to work. Let’s build a better future for all. “Leuva’s Living One Life Two
Cultures” that is our theme in this issue of Leuva Connection.

-If you have any questions, suggestions, articles, photo’s or concerns please do not hesitate to email me  at nancypatel105@gmail.comnancypatel105@gmail.comnancypatel105@gmail.comnancypatel105@gmail.comnancypatel105@gmail.com
or call me at 404-886-9179404-886-9179404-886-9179404-886-9179404-886-9179.

SSSSSincerincerincerincerincerelyelyelyelyely,,,,,
NNNNNayana “Nayana “Nayana “Nayana “Nayana “Nancyancyancyancyancy” P” P” P” P” Patel – Patel – Patel – Patel – Patel – Publisherublisherublisherublisherublisher
A prA prA prA prA proud Leuvoud Leuvoud Leuvoud Leuvoud Leuva Pa Pa Pa Pa Patidaratidaratidaratidaratidar

NNNNNayana ‘Nayana ‘Nayana ‘Nayana ‘Nayana ‘Nancyancyancyancyancy’ P’ P’ P’ P’ Patel – Patel – Patel – Patel – Patel – Publisherublisherublisherublisherublisher
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Smooth change over: Admiring American living and practicing Indian and leuva nature of culture made theSmooth change over: Admiring American living and practicing Indian and leuva nature of culture made theSmooth change over: Admiring American living and practicing Indian and leuva nature of culture made theSmooth change over: Admiring American living and practicing Indian and leuva nature of culture made theSmooth change over: Admiring American living and practicing Indian and leuva nature of culture made the
IIIIIndian migrndian migrndian migrndian migrndian migrants ‘ants ‘ants ‘ants ‘ants ‘AAAAAmeriImeriImeriImeriImeriIndiansndiansndiansndiansndians’  her’  her’  her’  her’  here and all the Pe and all the Pe and all the Pe and all the Pe and all the Patels appratels appratels appratels appratels appreciate these cultureciate these cultureciate these cultureciate these cultureciate these cultures and ves and ves and ves and ves and vooooow to prw to prw to prw to prw to preseresereseresereservvvvve it...e it...e it...e it...e it...
NNNNName: ame: ame: ame: ame: Kal Patel
Occupation:Occupation:Occupation:Occupation:Occupation: Hospitality
Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country: India
FFFFFamily:amily:amily:amily:amily:
Wife:Wife:Wife:Wife:Wife: Sneha
DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter (New born 3 months old): Saya
PPPPParararararents:ents:ents:ents:ents:  Jayantibhai & Malaben
Brother & Wife:Brother & Wife:Brother & Wife:Brother & Wife:Brother & Wife:  Umang & Vishala
Gaam:Gaam:Gaam:Gaam:Gaam: Kantali
Residence in USA:Residence in USA:Residence in USA:Residence in USA:Residence in USA:Savannah, GA
Age:Age:Age:Age:Age: 31
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. What, in your opinion are the primary
differences between the American culture and
Indian culture?
Both are unique in their own ways.  Both
have positives and negatives, however the
primary differences are is that one is liberal
and one is more conservative.  There is a huge
difference also in the value systems, not to say
that one is superior over the other, but
prioritization amongst values in both cultures
differentiate drastically.
2. 2. 2. 2. 2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of our
leuva Indian community?
The biggest strength I see with our
community is the respectability and sincere
hospitality that leuvas present to others.  In
terms of weakness, we are very materialistic,
and tend to judge a book by its cover and fail
to see what is inside.  Furthermore, Leuvas
lack unity, one thing I have learned from the
Jewish community is the immense cultural
unity they have for each other.  They should
be a true model for Leuvas to follow.
3. 3. 3. 3. 3. How are you able to balance both cultures as
an individual in the USA ?
I think most people in my generation have
developed their own culture which is a hybrid
of both.  We understand and endorse Indian
culture, however we still adapt and evolve with
American culture.  Even though most people of
my generation don’t read or write Gujarati or
Hindi, we still have the overall Indian value
system, and we use that in our everyday American
work /social life.  My generation is a true
transitional generation mixing both cultures,
creating our own culture called “Amerindian”.
4. 4. 4. 4. 4. Do you believe our traditional customs will
continue with the newer generation?
That is very difficult to predict.  I think certain
cultural traits will prevail, while some will
diminish.  Religion plays a huge part in this as
well as education.  As temples are continuously
used and occupied, you will continue to see
certain traits prevail.  Most of this is also started

in the individual
household, if traditions are kept and followed
through in the household, I see those
traditions/customs being passed down from
one generation to the next.
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. Have you ever lived in India? If so, for how
long, have you lived in the US?
I have lived in the United States my whole
life, I have only been to India for a short term.
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. Do you think that our Indian culture has
some flaws that need to be addressed?
I believe every culture has flaws, however
what we deem to be a flaw in our culture,
could be perceived as an strength or
opportunity in another culture.  Flaws
need to be embraced and dealt with, as
there are solutions.
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. What makes you the proudest as a Leuva Indian
living one life two cultures?
I am extremely proud to be a Leuva, as I am
very ethnocentric to my culture.  I think it is a
privilege/honor and not a duty.  We have a
community that is extremely large, yet very
close nit , that has the greatest set of Core
Values in the World, this is what separates us
from any other culture or caste system and
truly makes us unique.
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. Do you recognize any challenges or
disadvantages related to our culture being
outside the “norm”? How do you respond to
those challenges?
I don’t think our culture is outside of the norm,
perhaps in the late 70’s and early 80’s one can
say we were very unique.
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. If you had to describe the leuva community in
one word what would it be?
Sincere
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. Do you believe india will be one of the
leading countries in the near future?
Absolutely, India is finally beginning to be
recognized as an industrialized country.
Furthermore, India offers the cheapest White
Collar workforce in the world.  It is no wonder
why you have a large concentration of the

Fortune 500 companies going to India to re-
locate their services/product there. Infrastructure
and corruption will still slow its speed to the top,
however there is no question of the potential
that India has to be a world leader.
11.11.11.11.11. What is the most important thing that your
parents taught you about living one life with
two cultures in another country?
They have taught us simple ethics, morals,
and traditions that are universal across the
world and that can be understood by any
culture or language.
12. 12. 12. 12. 12. As a parent yourself  do you think you have
been  successful  to teach your child or children
the moral values and importance of our very
vibrant Indian culture?
Only time can tell.

“Living One Life Two Cultures”

NNNNName:ame:ame:ame:ame: Paresh “Pete” Patel
Occupation:Occupation:Occupation:Occupation:Occupation: Hospitality(Hotels)
Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country: India
FFFFFamily:amily:amily:amily:amily: Wife, Tina  Kids,   Jaden (7) & Talen (5)
PPPPParararararents :ents :ents :ents :ents : Ramanbhai & Vajiyaben
Gaam:Gaam:Gaam:Gaam:Gaam: Isroli
RRRRResidence:esidence:esidence:esidence:esidence: USA: Tulsa, OK
Age:Age:Age:Age:Age: 38

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. What, in your opinion are the primary
differences between the American culture and
Indian culture?
It really comes down to preserving our
family values. Our immediate and extended
family is the main priority in our lives. Our
parents have always had a presence in our
lives and in our home. Just like our parents
did for my wife and I, we instill these values
in our kids so they will continue the tradition
over generations.
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2. 2. 2. 2. 2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of our
leuva Indian community?
The Leuva community has a unique ability
to network with each other effectively.  We
come together as a Samaj to provide personal
and business  support.  Although on
occasion, our uncanny competitive nature
may get in the way..
3. 3. 3. 3. 3. How are you able to balance both cultures as
an individual in the USA ? Explain
Our Indian Samaj keeps our community
pretty busy, but for second generation
Indians like me who also been immersed in
the American culture, it becomes very difficult
to balance.  My family likes to make it to the
main events in our Indian community, like
garba, holi & diwali.  We also enjoy attending
American cultural events like football games,
concerts, plays and social interactions.
4. 4. 4. 4. 4. Do you believe our traditional customs will
continue with the newer generation? Explain
Honestly, there have been many changes
between my generation and my parents'
generation because, to some extent, it is
important to make efforts to adapt to the
world around you.  I believe some traditional
customs will continue but there they will
evolve into what that generation deems
appropriate for the world they live in.
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. Have you ever lived in India? If so, for how
long, and how long have you lived in the US?
I was born in India and lived there until the
age eight.  I have been in the USA for the
last 30 years.
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. Do you think that our Indian culture has
some flaws that need to be addressed? Explain
I wouldn’t call it a flaw, but we do have too
many deep rooted traditions that are not
necessary for today's times.  For example, the
tradition of “vahevar”  should be limited.
Unnecessarily gifting money for any and all
reasons, can be stressful and burdensome to
those who may not be able to give.
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. What makes you the proudest as a Leuva
Indian living one life two cultures?
The ability to enjoy the best of both worlds/
cultures.  I love being a leuva Indian American.
8.  8.  8.  8.  8.  Do you recognize any challenges or
disadvantages related to our culture being
outside the “norm”?     How do you respond to
those challenges?
I think that we are still living in an American
world and that we could do a better job of
being more polite in public settings and to
be more sensitive to American mannerisms.
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. If you had to describe the leuva community
in one word what would it be?
Ambitious
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. Do you believe India will be one of the
leading countries in the near future? Why
Yes, definitely.  Indians have natural goals to
be successful and they usually achieve them.

NNNNName:ame:ame:ame:ame: Hemant  Dhirubhai Patel
Occupation:Occupation:Occupation:Occupation:Occupation: Hotelier
Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country:Birth Country: India
FFFFFamily:amily:amily:amily:amily: Wife, Kids, Parents  Jaya, Hersila
(daughter), Milan (son),
PPPPParararararents:ents:ents:ents:ents: Dhirubhai and Manuben
GGGGGaam:aam:aam:aam:aam: Timba (Navsari)
Residence in USA:Residence in USA:Residence in USA:Residence in USA:Residence in USA: Miami -Florida
Age:Age:Age:Age:Age: 43 years

1.1.1.1.1. What,
in your opinion are the primary differences between
the American culture and Indian culture?
Indian culture teaches us how to respect elders
as well as take care of them when they become
old. Indian culture exemplifies tremendous
importance of joint family as well as extended
family concept and these core values contribute
a lot to a better upbringing of future generations.
2.2.2.2.2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of our
leuva Indian community?
The biggest strength of Leuva community
living abroad is the bonding among people
and the financial and moral support they
provide to each other to accomplish true
American Dream. The internal competitions
are our weakness.
3.3.3.3.3. How are you able to balance both cultures as
an individual in the USA ? Explain
The most important thing I had set in my mind
when I migrated from India is that I will offer
the best of my culture to the country and

11. 11. 11. 11. 11. What is the most important thing that
your parents taught you about living one life
with two cultures in another country?
They said to always stay honest and to maintain
integrity, which is a great fit in both cultures.
12. 12. 12. 12. 12. As a parent yourself do you think you have
been successful  to teach your child or children the
moral values and importance of our very vibrant
Indian culture?
We have made efforts in this area, but it has
been difficult as our children will be third
generation in the USA.  We probably only
know half of what our parents taught us and
our children will also only retain half of what
we can teach them.  So, as each generation
passes, we will lose some of our culture just
like our parents before us.

community I have adapted as my home and
take the best of what they have to offer me.
By far that is the most important thing we
need to remind our young generation
because some of them are picking up wrong
things of this culture and some weak points
of our culture.
4. 4. 4. 4. 4. Do you believe our traditional customs will
continue with the newer generation? Explain
Not fully because as time passes we need to
change as some of our traditions will not work
even in India under current challenges. By
the way the new generation is very creative
and apply commonsense to our approach in
how we practice our tradition all we as Senoirs
need to do is guide them properly rather then
controlling them.
5.5.5.5.5. Have you ever lived in India? If so, for how
long, and how long have you lived in the US?
In fact I was born in India (Navsari) and spent
my years in education between Navsari and
Bombay for  20 years. I migrated to US  in
1986 and have been here for last 23 years
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. Do you think that our Indian culture has
some flaws that need to be addressed? Explain
Like every culture we have some many positives
but few negatives too. The most counter
productive negative is the caste system or
different samaj and our community’s
unwillingness to except them to be all inclusive.
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. What makes you the proudest as a Leuva
Indian living one life two cultures?
Most importantly we must thank this country
and its people for giving us a chance to
settledown here and bring our blood relations
also to this land.
8.  8.  8.  8.  8.  Do you recognize any challenges or
disadvantages related to our culture being outside
the “norm”? How do you respond to those challenges?
Religion is supposed to unite and divide
people. We forget to practice human values.
9.9.9.9.9. If you had to describe the leuva community
in one word what would it be?
Adventurous.
10.10.10.10.10. Do you believe india will be one of the
leading countries in the near future? Why
It is looking to be true in near future. India is
the only country that has not upset any
country over fight of power.
11.11.11.11.11.  What is the most important thing that
your parents taught you about living one life
with two cultures in another country?
My parents, teachers and my wife and kids
are architects of my life playing a role at
different time. My parents taught me that
money is not the only objective in life.
12.12.12.12.12. As a parent yourself  do you think you have
been  successful  to teach your child or children
the moral values and importance of our very
vibrant Indian culture?
We parents are the true role models for our
kids and so “practice what you preach”.
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“No culture can live, if it attempts to be exclusive.” ~ Mahatma Gandhi
Challenge of facing two culturChallenge of facing two culturChallenge of facing two culturChallenge of facing two culturChallenge of facing two cultureseseseses

I am Indian, but I was born and live in
America. Being raised and influenced
by both cultures has helped me play

and explore throughout my childhood,
learn and grow as a teenager, and they will
continue to instill infused values within
me as I reach for success in my adulthood.
Following Gandhi’s quote above, I allow
both cultures to intertwine in my life,
without giving greater significance to one
over the other. Indian kids today face the
challenge of satisfying both cultures
everyday. Achieving excellence in all aspects
of school to please the parents while making
time to hang out with both Indian and
American friends, is not at all a simple task.
Although some parents may disagree, both
parts of life hold a great deal of importance
and it has become imperative that we
ABCDs (American Born Confused Desis)
are able to balance both. I have always
appreciated the trust my parents have in
me to involve myself in both cultures. In
many instances, they have allowed me to
make my own decision of whether to go
hang out with school friends or attend an
Indian function, and they trust that I will
make the right decision based on the values
they have taught me. Many of our Indian
morals are passed down to us from our
grandparents and are instilled in us by our
parents. These include respect, tradition,
education, hard-work, and an appreciation
for the extended family. Though these
values are indeed crucial in our lives, there
is also much we can learn from our
American society and friends. Our Indian
culture is more than often considered strict
and demanding, but being submerged into
the lifestyle of another culture can open
the mind and heart up to other people and
ideas rather than maintaining a parochial
view on life. Success, as it pertains to living
one life with two cultures, can only be
obtained by those who are curious and
willing to learn from others while
simultaneously offering what they know.
Adhering to only one of the two cultures’
standards can only bring about hardship
and disappointment if the expectation is
to prosper in this country. I, personally,
have recognized this as my goal and I live
to accomplish it everyday. I love having
the influence of my Indian culture and I
take every opportunity I can to seize its
values. At the same time, my parents have
been open and understanding enough to

realize that the
influences of both
cultures is necessary
for my future.
Sacrifices are
necessary and
inevitable at times,
but that does not
stop me from
absorbing all that I
can from my
surroundings.

My name is Sayna
Patel and I am the
daughter of Jayesh
and Shila Patel of
Butwada, India. We
live in Troy, Ohio
along with my
younger brother,
Asheev. I am a senior
at The Miami Valley
School in Dayton,
Ohio. I have been an
active participant in
student government,
model united nations,
the yearbook
committee, and I am a
student ambassador. I
also spent a year as a
member of the
Dayton area YMCA
Junior Leadership program where I was able
to serve in community related projects.
Culturally, I have engaged myself in many
Bollywood style dances and I exclled at our

Pinakin Thakor lives in Ashland, KY
and is a lifetime LPS Member. He is
from Nagod town in India.

Tulsi Thakor, daughter of Pinakin
and Bhavna Thakor is a vibrant young
and intellegent young woman.

 Tulsi recently participated in
the Sunburst Beauty Pageant,
placing 1st in not only her age
group in the state, but also taking
home awards for "Best Smile" also
"Best Dressed" and "Most
Photogenic".

Tulsi is a breath of fresh air for
those around her and is very kind and
generous.

Her parents look foward to her
bright and happy future.

regional FOGANA Raas-Garba competition.
I look forward to successfully completing my
senior year and embracing the challenges and
excitement of college.

GGGGGiving equal riving equal riving equal riving equal riving equal respect to two culturespect to two culturespect to two culturespect to two culturespect to two cultures: Ses: Ses: Ses: Ses: Sayna Payna Payna Payna Payna Patelatelatelatelatel
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Please do notPlease do notPlease do notPlease do notPlease do not
DRINK & DRIVEDRINK & DRIVEDRINK & DRIVEDRINK & DRIVEDRINK & DRIVE
Thanks!Thanks!Thanks!Thanks!Thanks!

Those of you that drink... please read this twice.... maybeThose of you that drink... please read this twice.... maybeThose of you that drink... please read this twice.... maybeThose of you that drink... please read this twice.... maybeThose of you that drink... please read this twice.... maybe
yyyyyou will think it again and think about this boou will think it again and think about this boou will think it again and think about this boou will think it again and think about this boou will think it again and think about this boyyyyy... this could... this could... this could... this could... this could
havhavhavhavhave been my boe been my boe been my boe been my boe been my boyyyyy....y....y....y....y....your boour boour boour boour boyyyyy.. writing.. pleading in ev.. writing.. pleading in ev.. writing.. pleading in ev.. writing.. pleading in ev.. writing.. pleading in everererereryyyyy
word to change...word to change...word to change...word to change...word to change...
Please do not DRINK & DRIVE!Please do not DRINK & DRIVE!Please do not DRINK & DRIVE!Please do not DRINK & DRIVE!Please do not DRINK & DRIVE!

The boy said,
I went to a party Mom, I remembered what you said.

You told me not to drink, Mom,
So I drank soda instead.

I really felt proud inside, Mom, The way you said I would.
I didn't drink and drive, Mom,

Even though the others said I should.

I know I did the right thing, Mom, I know you are always
right. Now the party is finally ending, Mom,

As everyone is driving out of sight.

As I got into my car, Mom, I knew I'd get home in one piece.
Because of the way you raised me,

So responsible and sweet.

I started to drive away, Mom, But as I pulled out into the
road, The other car didn't see me, Mom,

And hit me like a load.

As I lay there on the pavement, Mom, I hear the policeman
say, "The other guy is drunk," Mom,
And now I'm the one who will pay.

I'm lying here dying, Mom... I wish you'd get here soon.  How
could this happen to me, Mom?

My life just burst like a balloon.

There is blood all around me, Mom, And most of it is mine.
I hear the medic say, Mom,

I'll die in a short time.

I just wanted to tell you, Mom, I swear I didn't drink.
It was the others, Mom.
The others didn't think.

He was probably at the same party as I.
The only difference is, he drank and I will die.

Why do people drink, Mom? It can ruin your whole life.
I'm feeling sharp pains now. Pains just like a knife.

The guy who hit me is walking, Mom,
And I don't think it's fair.

I'm lying here dying And all he can do is stare.

Tell my brother not to cry, Mom. Tell Daddy to be brave.
And when I go to heaven, Mom,
Put "GOOD BOY " on my grave.

Someone should have told him, Mom, Not to drink and
drive. If only they had told him, Mom,

I would still be alive.

My breath is getting shorter, Mom. I'm becoming very
scared. Please don't cry for me, Mom. When I needed you,

you were always there.

I have one last question, Mom. Before I say good bye. I didn't
drink and drive, So why am I the one to die?
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Rituals for safe departure of the soulRituals for safe departure of the soulRituals for safe departure of the soulRituals for safe departure of the soulRituals for safe departure of the soul
1. Why do we light a lamp?1. Why do we light a lamp?1. Why do we light a lamp?1. Why do we light a lamp?1. Why do we light a lamp?
In almost
every Indian
home a lamp is
lit daily before
the altar of the
Lord. In some
houses it is lit
at dawn, in
some, twice a day - at dawn
and dusk - and in a few it is maintained
continuously (akhanda deepa). All auspicious
functions commence with the lighting of the
lamp, which is often maintained right through
the occasion.

Light symbolizes knowledge, and darkness,
ignorance. The Lord is the "Knowledge
Principle" (chaitanya) who is the source, the
enlivener and the illuminator of all knowledge.
Hence light is worshiped as the Lord himself.

 Knowledge removes ignorance just as
light removes darkness. Also knowledge is a
lasting inner wealth by which all outer
achievement can be accomplished. Hence we
light the lamp to bow down to knowledge as
the greatest of all forms of wealth

 Why not light a bulb or tube light? That
too would remove darkness. But the
traditional oil lamp has a further spiritual
significance. The oil or ghee in the lamp
symbolizes our vaasanas or negative tendencies
and the wick, the ego. When lit by spiritual
knowledge, the vaasanas get slowly exhausted
and the ego too finally perishes. The flame of
a lamp always burns upwards. Similarly we
should acquire such knowledge as to take us
towards higher ideals.
 2. Why do we have a prayer room? 2. Why do we have a prayer room? 2. Why do we have a prayer room? 2. Why do we have a prayer room? 2. Why do we have a prayer room?

 Most
I n d i a n
h o m e s
have a
p r a y e r
room or
altar. A
lamp is lit
and the

Lord worshipped each day. Other spiritual
practices like japa (repetition of the Lord's
name), meditation, paaraayana (reading of the
scriptures), prayers, and devotional singing etc
is also done here. Special worship is done on
auspicious occasions like birthdays,
anniversaries, festivals and the like. Each
member of the family - young or old -
communes with and worships the Divine here.

The Lord is the entire creation. He is
therefore the true owner of the house we live
in too. The prayer room is the Master room of
the house. We are the earthly occupants of
His property. This notion rids us of false pride
and possessiveness.
3. Why do we do namaste ?3. Why do we do namaste ?3. Why do we do namaste ?3. Why do we do namaste ?3. Why do we do namaste ?
 Indians greet each other with namaste.
The two palms are placed together
in front of the chest and the
head bows whilst saying
the word namaste. This
greeting is for all -
people younger than
us, of our own age,
those older
t h a n
friends, even
strangers and
us.

There are five forms of formal
traditional greeting enjoined in the shaastras
of which namaskaram is one. This is
understood as prostration but it actually refers
to paying homage as we do today when we
greet each other with a namaste.

Namaste could be just a casual or formal
greeting, a cultural convention or an act of
worship. However there is much more to it
than meets the eye. In Sanskrit namah + te
= namaste. It means - I bow to you - my
greetings, salutations or prostration to you.
Namaha can also be literally interpreted as
"na ma" (not mine). It has a spiritual
significance of negating or reducing one's
ego in the presence of another.

The real meeting between people is the
meeting of their minds. When we greet
another, we do so with namaste , which means,
"may our minds meet," indicated by the folded
palms placed before the chest. The bowing
down of the head is a gracious form of
extending friendship in love and humility.
4. Why do we prostrate before parents4. Why do we prostrate before parents4. Why do we prostrate before parents4. Why do we prostrate before parents4. Why do we prostrate before parents
and elders?and elders?and elders?and elders?and elders?

Indians prostrate
before their
parents, elders,
teachers and noble
souls by touching
their feet. The
elder in turn
blesses us by
placing his or her
hand on or over
our heads.

Prostration is done daily, when we meet elders
and particularly on important occasions like the
beginning of a new task, birthdays, festivals
etc. In certain traditional circles, prostration is
accompanied by abhivaadana, which serves to
introduce one-self, announce one's family and
social stature.

 Man stands on his feet. Touching the feet
in prostration is a sign of respect for the age,
maturity, nobility and divinity that our elders
personify. It symbolizes our recognition of their
selfless love for us and the sacrifices they have
done for our welfare. It is a way of humbly
acknowledging the greatness of another. This
tradition reflects the strong family ties, which
has been one of India's enduring strengths.
5. Why do we wear marks (tilak, pottu5. Why do we wear marks (tilak, pottu5. Why do we wear marks (tilak, pottu5. Why do we wear marks (tilak, pottu5. Why do we wear marks (tilak, pottu
and the like) on the forehead?and the like) on the forehead?and the like) on the forehead?and the like) on the forehead?and the like) on the forehead?
 The tilak or
pottu invokes a
feeling of
sanctity in the
wearer and
others. It is
recognized as a
religious mark.
Its form and
colour vary
according to
one's caste,
religious sect or the form of
the Lord worshipped.

 The tilak cover the spot between the
eyebrows, which is the seat of memory and
thinking. It is known as the Aajna Chakra in
the language of Yoga. The tilak is applied with
the prayer - "May I remember the Lord. May
this pious feeling pervade all my activities. May
I be righteous in my deeds." Even when we
temporarily forget this prayerful attitude the
mark on another reminds us of our resolve.
The tilak is thus a blessing of the Lord and a
protection against wrong tendencies and forces.
8. Why do offer food to the Lord before8. Why do offer food to the Lord before8. Why do offer food to the Lord before8. Why do offer food to the Lord before8. Why do offer food to the Lord before
eating it?eating it?eating it?eating it?eating it?

I n d i a n s
make an
offering of
food to the
Lord and
l a t e r
partake of it
as prasaada -
a holy gift

from the Lord. In our daily
ritualistic worship (pooja) too we offer
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naivedyam (food) to the Lord.
The Lord is omnipotent and omniscient.

Man is a part, while the Lord is the totality.
All that we do is by His strength and
knowledge alone. Hence what we receive in
life as a result of our actions is really His alone.
We acknowledge this through the act of
offering food to Him. This is exemplified by
the Hindi words "tera tujko arpan"- I offer
what is Yours to You. Thereafter it is akin to
His gift to us, graced by His divine touch.

Knowing this, our entire attitude to food
and the act of eating changes. The food offered
will naturally be pure and the best. We share
what we get with others before consuming it.
We do not demand, complain or criticise the
quality of the food we get. We eat it with
cheerful acceptance ( prasaada buddhi).
9. Why do we fast?9. Why do we fast?9. Why do we fast?9. Why do we fast?9. Why do we fast?
M o s t
d e v o u t
Indians
f a s t
regularly
or on
spec i a l
occasions
l i k e
festivals.
On such

days they do not eat at all, eat once or make do
with fruits or a special diet of simple food.

Fasting in Sanskrit is called upavaasa. Upa
means "near" + vaasa means "to stay".
Upavaasa therefore means staying near (the
Lord), meaning the attainment of close
mental proximity with the Lord. Then what
has upavaasa to do with food?

A lot of our time and energy is spent in
procuring food items, preparing, cooking,
eating and digesting food. Certain food types
make our minds dull and agitated. Hence on
certain days man decides to save time and
conserve his energy by eating either simple, light
food or totally abstaining from eating so that
his mind becomes alert and pure. The mind,
otherwise pre-occupied by the thought of food,
now entertains noble thoughts and stays with
the Lord. Since it is a self-imposed form of
discipline it is usually adhered to with joy.

Also every system needs a break and an
overhaul to work at its best. Rest and a change
of diet during fasting is very good for the
digestive system and the entire body.
Why do we chant Om?Why do we chant Om?Why do we chant Om?Why do we chant Om?Why do we chant Om?
Om is one of the most chanted sound symbols
in India. It has a profound effect on the body
and mind of the one who chants and also on
the surroundings. Most mantras and vedic
prayers start with Om.

A l l
auspicious
a c t i o n s
b e g i n
with Om.
It is even
used as a
greeting -
Om, Hari
Om etc. It
is repeated
as a mantra or meditated upon. Its form is
worshipped, contemplated upon or used
as an auspicious sign.

Om is the universal name of the Lord.
It is made up of the letters A (phonetically
as in "around"), U (phonetically as in "put")
and M (phonetically as in "mum"). The
sound emerging from the vocal chords
starts from the base of the throat as "A".
With the coming together of the lips, "U"
is formed and when the lips are closed, all
sounds end in "M".

The three letters symbolize the three
states (waking, dream and deep sleep),
the three deities (Brahma, Vishnu and
Shiva), the three Vedas (Rig, Yajur and
Sama) the three worlds (Bhuh, Bhuvah,
Suvah) etc. The Lord is all these and
beyond.

Harshvina “Helen” Zaver, CHA
Senior Associate
National Hospitality Group
1100 Abernathy Rd, Ste 600
Atlanta, GA 30328
P. 678.808.2786   F. 678.808.2710
E. helen.zaver@marcusmillichap.com
W. www.marcusmillichap.com/hzaver

Let me help you Buy or Sell your Hotel

• Over 23 years experience in the Hotel Industry and with Hotel Associations

• Backed by one of the nation’s largest commercial brokerages —
  over 60 offices throughout the country

• Here is a sample of our Current Inventory:

TN Country Hearth Inn 153 Rms $1.45m AL Holiday Express 64 Rms $4.9m
TN Comfort Inn 52 Rms $2.95m AR Independent 191 Rms $2.95m
TX Holiday Express 81 Rms $7.4m FL Holiday Inn 96 Rms $9.8.m

Confidential Listings such as Hilton, Marriott and IHG Hotels Available

CONTACT ME FOR INFORMATION ON OVER 50 HOTEL LISTINGS VALUED
AT OVER $500 MILLION

OR FOR A FREE PRICING ANALYSIS ON YOUR HOTEL PROPERTY!

www.MarcusMillichap.com
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HHHHHealthy eating: Bealthy eating: Bealthy eating: Bealthy eating: Bealthy eating: Benefits of Penefits of Penefits of Penefits of Penefits of Pomegranateomegranateomegranateomegranateomegranate

This handsome fruit is quite popular for its
deep and purple red-colored juice that is
packed with lots of antioxidants that may
help in maintaining a smooth and wrinkle
free skin. But, aside from the possibility of
helping people to maintain youthful and
glowing skin by keeping the blood platelets
together, there are so many health benefits of
pomegranate to people of all ages. While no
health claims are made regarding
pomegranate whatsoever, here are some of
the remedies and uses that some people hope
pomegranate can help with:

1.1.1.1.1. It may help reduce the risk of having a
heart disease, heart attacks, prostate cancer and
strokes. Studies show that pomegranate juice
daily may help support the normal blood flow
to the heart. Because of its antioxidant
properties, pomegranate keeps bad cholesterol
from forming, and thus, may help keep the
arteries clear of clots.

2.2.2.2.2. It may help support the body's normal
defense in the prevention of certain cancers.
Since pomegranates has very high levels of
antioxidant called "flavanoids" that is thought
to be effective in counteracting various cancer-

WWWWWhy is pomegranate good for you?hy is pomegranate good for you?hy is pomegranate good for you?hy is pomegranate good for you?hy is pomegranate good for you?
causing radicals, more and more experts
recommend this fruit as a possible part of a
healthy diet.

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. It may help reduce the risks for illnesses
such as atherosclerosis, osteoarthritis, and
diabetes. Because of the properties of
pomegranate, conditions that are known to
cause the thickening and hardening of arterial
walls and damage in cartilage and joints are
hoped to be helped by this fruit. Studies are
needed of course to get test results. No claims
are made as to what the pomegranate may or
may not help.

4.4.4.4.4. Pomegranate is a good, natural source
of vitamins A, C and E as well as folic acid.

5.5.5.5.5. It is rumored to help reduce the
possibility of having premature babies.
Pomegranate juice and extract is thought by
some people to help expectant mothers avoid
having low birth weight babies.

6.6.6.6.6. Some users claim it is beneficial for
relieving minor illnesses such as sore throat.

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. Other users believe it might reduce the
possibility of developing Alzheimer's disease
among older people.

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. It is prized in some countries for the

Mayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri Mulji
Atlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, Georgia

belief that it might help
in achieving and
maintaining a clear skin
with youthful glow, and
it is believed to help
soothe skin
inflammation.

9.9.9.9.9. The antioxidants are thought to help
support the immune system.

10.10.10.10.10. It may help support healthy blood
flow because of its iron properties. Pomegranate
supports the blood by supplying it with iron,
thus may help prevent anemia symptoms that
include exhaustion, dizziness, weakness, and
hear loss.

11.11.11.11.11. Aside from having lots of anti-
oxidants, pomegranate also might have some
anti-viral properties.

12.12.12.12.12. Pomegranate juice and extract is
thought by some women to help in
overcoming the feeling of general malaise
during menopause.

While no medical claims can be made for
pomegranate, the juice is growing in
popularity every day as more and more people
try it and benefit from it.

PPPPPomegranate Gomegranate Gomegranate Gomegranate Gomegranate Guacamole Ruacamole Ruacamole Ruacamole Ruacamole Recipeecipeecipeecipeecipe

2 large ripe avocados
1/2 large onion, grated
2 garlic cloves, chopped
2 fresh chillies, serranos, seeded
2 tablespoons fresh coriander leaves
1 freshly squeezed lime
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon pomegranate juice
3 tablespoons pomegranate seeds
Finely chop the onion, garlic, chilies

serranos, and coriander leaves. Place in bowl
and add lime juice and salt, set aside. Peel
and pit the avocados and place in a bowl.

Mash with fork slowly adding the
tablespoon of pomegranate juice. Add onion
and garlic mixture and fold together to make
a coarse pulp. Gently fold in pomegranate
seeds. Serve with warm tortillas, tostadas, or
corn chips.

FYI: One medium size pomegranate will
yield about 3/4 cup of seeds or 1/2 cup of
juice

Keep in mind
that most of the
fiber you get from
e a t i n g
p o m e g r a n a t e s
comes from the
seed. So to keep up
with a healthy dose of daily fiber, crunch on!

PPPPPomegranate chutneyomegranate chutneyomegranate chutneyomegranate chutneyomegranate chutney
½ cup red currant jelly
1/3 cup finely chopped green onions,

including tops
1 cup pomegranate seeds
1tbsp minced fresh ginger
1tbsp minced fresh jalapeno chile

DAADAM…DADAM….DAAADAM!!!DAADAM…DADAM….DAAADAM!!!DAADAM…DADAM….DAAADAM!!!DAADAM…DADAM….DAAADAM!!!DAADAM…DADAM….DAAADAM!!!
½tsp ground coriander
1tbsp lemon juice
Salt and pepper

Remove pomegranate seeds up to one day
ahead; chill seeds airtight.

Put currant jelly in a 2-cup glass
measure. Heat in a microwave oven at full
power (100%) until softened, about 20
seconds.

Stir in green onions, pomegranate seeds,
ginger, jalapeno chile, coriander, and lemon
juice. Add salt and pepper to taste. Let stand
about 15 minutes before serving.
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Name of festival Date Hindu Day Significance

Gudi Padavo 03-16-10 Chaitra Sud Keam This festival is dedicated to the worship of Lord Brahma. Some legends say that Lord
Rama was coronated on this day after his exile of 14 years. It is a new year for
Maharastrians and Kokanis and is one of the most auspicious days of the year. There
are 3 1/2 most auspicious day 1. Vijaya Dashmi, 2 Akshay Trutiya 3. Gudi Padavo and
last half is New year Day Kartik Sud Ekam.

Ram Navmi 03-24-10 Chaitra Sud Nom This festival is celebrated for Lord Rama who is believed to be incarnation of Lord
Vishnu. It is celebrated on Ninth day of Chaitra Months Shukla paksha and also marks
the end of Chaitra Navratri. At many places Ramayan Patha, Ramcharitmanas patha
and Ram Bhajans are organised. Since Lord Rama is believed to be born in the afternoon,
the temples and family shrines are elaborate decorated followed by prayers and Havans.

Mahavir Jayanti 03-28-10 Chaitra Sud Terash In Jainism Mahavir Jayanti is celebrated with grace and joy to commemorate the birth
day of last Tirthankar. He was born on the thirteeth day of rising moon of Chaitra month
in 599BC or 615BC. On this day Jain temples are decorated with flags and Abhishek is
performed on the Mahavir idol. Lord Mahavir was a great sag who taught non-
violence and truth to achieve salvation and Spirituality.

Hanuman Jayanti 03-30-10 Chaitra Sud Poonam Hanuman Jayanti is celebrted to commemorate the birth of monkey God Hanuman who
is considered to be immortal and Vajra which can never be broken or destoryed. He is
believed to have ability to bestow Asta Siddhis the most powerful and rare power. He
is an ardent devotee of Lord Rama and is worshipped for his unflinching devotion of
God. His power is limitless and is believed to be the most intelligent and knowledgeable.
On this day of Chaitra Sud Poonam, spiritual discourse are organised in all Hindu temples.

Akshaya Tritiya 05-16-10 Vaishakh Sud Trij Among the Hindus, there are four days in the whole year, which are believed to be one
of the “Golden Days” or auspicious days. They are Ugadi, Vijayadashami and
Balipaadyami and Akshaya Tritiya. Observing certain rituals on these days, promises
to bring luck and fortune to the devotees.kshaya Trithi and also called Akha Teej.
Any activity, which commences on this day, is regarded to be very auspicious in every form.

Buddha Purnima 05-27-10 Vaishakh Sud Punam Buddha Poornima, which falls on the full moon night in the month of Vaisakha (either in
April or May), commemorates the birth anniversary of Lord Buddha, founder of Buddhism.
Pilgrims come from all over the world to Bodh Gaya to attend theBuddha Poornima Boddha
celebrations. He attained Supreme Enlighten or Buddha hood, beneath the Bodhi-tree at  Gaya.

Vat Savitri 06-27-10 Jeth Vad Padvo This word reflects the whole origin and significance of the Vat-Savitri puja. A fasting day
for married women, the ritual practiced for Savitri is meant for the well-being and long life
of the husband. The fasting is assigned to Savitri and Satyavana her husband who was
destined to die within one year but was brought back to life by her severe penance.

List of FList of FList of FList of FList of Festivestivestivestivestivals in Fals in Fals in Fals in Fals in Febrebrebrebrebruaruaruaruaruary and My and My and My and My and Marararararch 2010ch 2010ch 2010ch 2010ch 2010
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fi‹V÷ı,
2009fiÌ ‹ÎŒ¿ 2010fi_ ’˛◊‹ @‰ÎÀÛfl ’HÎ ÏfiflÎÂÎ…fi¿ flèÎ_ ÷ı ⁄Î⁄÷ı ¿˘¥ Â_¿Î fi◊Ì. ·ıµ‰Î

¿Q›ÏfiÀÌ‹Î_◊Ì CÎHÎÎ ·˘¿˘ ’˘÷ÎfiÎ Ï⁄{fiıÁ ‹ÎÀı ‹˘ÀÌ fiÎHÎÎ_¿Ì› ¬˘À◊Ì ÁΩ˝›ı·Ì ¿À˘¿ÀÌfiı ¿ÎflHÎı
±ÎÂÎ √‹Î‰Ì flèÎÎ »ı. ±Î’HÎı ¤·ı ¬S·ı±Î‹ ±ı V‰Ì¿ÎflÌ±ı ¿ı fi V‰Ì¿ÎflÌ±ı, ’HÎ Ë¿Ì¿÷ ±ı »ı ¿ı,
Œ˘@·˘˝{Á˝, ‹_ÿÌ◊Ì fi⁄‚Ì ’Õı·Ì ¥¿˘fi˘‹Ì, ⁄ı¿ÎflÌ ±fiı ∞‰fi ∞‰‰Î ‹ÎÀı ¿fl‰Î ’Õ÷Î Á_CÎÊ˘˝fiÎ
¤Îfl◊Ì Á˙¿˘¥fiÌ ¿ıÕ ¤Î_√Ì √¥ »ı.

’HÎ ±Î‰ı Á‹›ı … ±Î’HÎÎ ·ıµ‰ÎfiÎ lıWÃ √HÎ˘ Ïfi¬flÌ ∂Ãı »ı. ±·√ ±·√ º„WÀ¿˘HÎ ‘flÎ‰÷Î
±Î’HÎı ‹U¿ı·ÌfiÌ ’‚ı ±ı¿ ◊¥ Â¿Ì±ı »Ì±ı, ÷◊Î ±Î’HÎÌ ¿Q›ÏfiÀÌ‹Î_fiÎ Á˙◊Ì ‰‘ fi⁄‚Îfi_ flZÎHÎ
¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀıfiÌ Ë‹ÿÿa ÿÎ¬‰Ì Â¿Ì±ı »Ì±ı. ±Î √HÎfiı ¿ÎflHÎı … ±Î’HÎı ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î… ±ÎÀ·˘ ‹ËÎfi
»ı.

±Î’HÎı ·ıµ‰Î ¿Q›ÏfiÀÌfiÎ ·˘¿˘ ±Î’HÎÌ µ’fl  ±Î‰Ì ’Õı·Î ’Õ¿Îfl {Ì·Ì ·¥ ¤ı√Î_ ‹‚Ìfiı ±ı¿
⁄ÌΩfiı ‹ÿÿ ¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı, ÷ı …\VÁ˘ … ±Î’HÎÌ Ï‰ÏÂWÀ ±˘‚¬ »ı. ±Î’HÎı F›Îflı ±ı¿ T›„@÷fiı ‹ÿÿ
¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı I›Îflı ±Î’HÎı ±Î’HÎÌ Á‹√˛ ¿Q›ÏfiÀÌfi_ w’Î_÷fl ¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı.

±Î√Î‹Ì ÁM÷ÎË˘ ±fiı ‹ÏËfiÎ±˘‹Î_ Â_ ◊Âı ÷ıfiÌ ±Î’HÎfiı ΩHÎ fi◊Ì. ’fl_÷ ËÎ·fiÎ ±ÎÏ◊˝¿
‰Î‰Î{˘ÕÎ‹Î_◊Ì ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fiı ⁄ıÃ˘ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ±Î’HÎı ¤ı√Î_ ‹‚Ìfiı ’Ïfll‹ ¿fl‰˘ ’ÕÂı. ±Î’HÎı
±Î’HÎÌ Ω÷ı ¥¿˘fi˘‹Ìfiı Á‘ÎflÌ Â¿ÌÂ_ fiËŸ. »÷Î_, ±Î’HÎı ¿ıÀ·_¿ fiyfl ¿Î‹ …wfl ¿flÌ Â¿ÌÂ_. ±Î’HÎı
Á˙ ¤ı√Î_ ‹‚Ìfiı ±ı¿‹ı¿fiÌ ’Õ¬ı ∂¤Î flËÌ ‹ÿÿ …wfl ¿flÌÂ_.

±ı¿⁄ÌΩfiÌ ’Õ¬ı ∂¤Î flËÌ ‹ÿÿ ¿fl‰ÎfiÌ ’˛T≤ÏkÎ Áfl‚ Ë˘‰Î »÷Î_ ¬Ò⁄ ÷Î¿Î÷‰Îfi »ı. ±ı ‰Õı
±Î’HÎı Á˙ ±ı¿⁄ÌΩ ÁÎ◊ı ΩıÕÎ¥±ı »Ì±ı, ±fiı ‹…⁄Ò÷ ⁄fiÌ±ıı »Ì±ı. ±Î’HÎÎ fi˘Ó‘’ÎhÎ ·ıµ‰Î
Á‹Î…fiÌ ÷Î¿Î÷ ±_√ı ±Î’ ËÎ·fiÌ Ï‰Ê‹ ’Ïfl„V◊Ï÷ ÿflÏ‹›Îfi ±ı¿Îÿ ’‚ ’Òfl÷˘ Ï‰«Îfl ¿flΩı.
±Î’HÎı ±Î’HÎÌ ÁÏË›ÎflÌ ‹ËI‰Î¿Î_ZÎÎ±˘fiı ±‹·‹Î_ ‹Ò¿‰Ì … ’ÕÂı. «Î·˘, ±Î’HÎı ÷‹Î‹ ‹ÎÀı ±ı¿
⁄Ëı÷fl ¤ÎÏ‰fi_ CÎÕ÷fl ¿flÌ±ı. “·ıµ‰Î ¿fiı@Âfi”fiÎ ±Î ¥V›fiÌ ◊Ì‹ »ı. “·ıµ‰Î ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ±ı¿
∞‰fi ∞‰ı »ı.”

Ωı ±Î’ ¿˘¥ ’˛ffi, ÁÒ«fi˘, ·ı¬, Œ˘À˘ ±◊‰Î Ï«_÷Î ‘flÎ‰÷Î Ë˘ ÷˘ ¬‹«Î›Î Ï‰fiÎ ‹fiı ¥‹ı¥·
¿fl˘ — nancypatel105@gmail.com ±◊‰Î ‹fiı Œ˘fi ¿fl˘ — 404-886-9179

±Î’fiÌ, fi›fiÎ “fiıLÁÌ” ’Àı· - ’˛¿ÎÂ¿
√‰a·Ì ·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎfl

fi›fiÎ “fiıLÁÌ” ’Àı·
- ’˛¿ÎÂ¿

flËı‰ÎfiÌ …wfl ’Õı »ı. ±Î◊Ì ¿ıÀ·Î¿ Ïfl‰ÎΩı
ËÎ·fiÎ Á_Ωı√˘‹Î_ ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ ’HÎ fiËŸ «Î·ı. Ωı¿ı
fi‰Ì ’ıœÌ CÎHÎÌ fl«fiÎI‹¿ »ı ±fiı …ı Ïfl‰ÎΩıfiÎ
’Î·fi‹Î_ ÁÌÏfi›fl˘fi˘ ±Ï¤√‹ ¿ı‰˘ »ı ÷ı Ωı¥fiı
÷ı±˘ ’HÎ ±Î Ïfl‰ÎΩı ’˛I›ı ⁄Ï©√Q› ±Ï¤√‹
±’fiÎ‰ı »ı.

÷‹ı ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ flèÎÎ »˘ ? flèÎÎ »˘ ÷˘ ¿ıÀ·˘
Á‹› flèÎÎ »˘ ? ÷‹ı ›±ıÁ±ı‹Î_ flèÎÎ »˘ ?

 ‰ÎV÷‰‹Î_ Ë_ ¤Îfl÷ (fi‰ÁÎflÌ)‹Î_ … …LQ›˘
Ë÷˘ ±fiı I›Îfl ⁄Îÿ ±P›ÎÁfiÎ 20 ‰Ê˝ fi‰ÁÎflÌ
±fiı ‹_⁄¥‹Î_ … √ÎY›Î_ Ë÷Î_. Ë_ 1986‹Î_ ›±ıÁ
±ÎT›˘ ±fiı »ıS·Î 23 ‰Ê˝◊Ì ±ËŸ … »\_.

÷‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ ı ±Î’HÎÌ ¤Îfl÷Ì›
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ¿ıÀ·Ì¿ ¬Î‹Ì±˘ »ı ±fiı ÷ı ÷flŒ
K›Îfi ±Î’‰_ …wflÌ »ı ?

ÿflı¿ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÌ …ı‹ ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ’HÎ
CÎHÎÎ_ Á¿ÎflÎI‹¿ ’ÎÁÎ_ »ı ÷˘ @›Î_¿ fi¿ÎflÎI‹¿
’ÎÁÎ_ ’HÎ »ı. Á˙◊Ì fi¿ÁÎfi¿Îfl¿ ¬Î‹Ì ¿ËÌ±ı
÷˘ ÷ı ΩÏ÷‰Îÿ (¿ÎVÀ ÏÁVÀ‹) ±◊‰Î …\ÿÎ …\ÿÎ
Á‹ÎΩı »ı ±fiı ±Î Á‹ÎΩı ⁄ÌΩfiı V‰Ì¿Îfl÷Î
fi◊Ì ÷ı »ı.

±ı¿ ∞‰fi‹Î_ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ∞‰÷Î ·ıµ‰Î
πÏÕ›fi ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ¿ı‰˘ √‰˝ ±fi¤‰˘ »˘ ?

Á˙◊Ì ’Ëı·Î_ ±Î’HÎı ±Î ÿıÂfi˘ ±fiı ÷ıfiÎ
·˘¿˘fiÎı ±¤Îfl ‹Îfi‰˘ Ωı¥±ı. ¿ı ÷ı‹HÎı ±ËŸ
±Î‰Ìfiı ‰Á‰ÎfiÌ ÷◊Î ±Î’HÎÎ Á√Î_fiı ’HÎ
‰ÁÎ‰‰ÎfiÌ ÷¿ ±Î’Ì.

±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ Ú Ï÷ ±ËÌfiÎ _ ‘˘flHÎ˘◊Ì
⁄ËÎflfiÌ √HÎÎ› »ı ÷ı◊Ì ¿˘¥ ’Õ¿Îfl˘ ¿ı
√ıfl·Î¤˘ ◊Î› »ı ? ±Î‰Î ¿˘¥ ’˛¿Îfl˘ ◊÷Î
Ë˘› ÷˘ ÷ıfiÎ ÷flŒ ¿ı‰_ ‰·HÎ ÿÎ¬‰˘ »˘ ?

‘‹˝ ·˘¿˘fiı ±ı¿ÃÎ ’HÎ ¿flı »ı ±fiı …\ÿÎ ’ÎÕÌ
Â¿ı »ı. ±Î’HÎı ‹Îfi‰Ì› ‹ÒS›˘fi_ ’Î·fi ¿fl‰Îfi_
¤Ò·Ì …¥±ı »Ì±ı.

·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fi_ ±ı¿ ÂOÿ‹Î_ ‰HÎ˝fi ¿ı‰Ì
flÌ÷ı ¿flÂ˘?

ÁÎËÏÁ¿.
÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı, ¤Îfl÷ fi∞¿fiÎ ¤Ï‰W›‹Î_

±ı¿ ±√˛HÎÌ ÿıÂ ⁄fiÂı?
fi∞¿fiÎ ¤Ï‰W› ‹ÎÀı ÷ı ÁÎ«_ ·Î√ı »ı. ¤Îfl÷

… ±ı¿ ±ı‰˘ ÿıÂ »ı ¿ı …ıHÎı ÁkÎÎ ‹ÎÀı ⁄ÌΩ ¿˘¥
ÿıÂ ÁÎ◊ı ›K‘ ¿›* fi◊Ì.

⁄ÌΩ ÿıÂ‹Î_ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ÁÎ◊ı ±ı¿ ∞‰fi
∞‰‰Î ±_√ı ÷‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı ÷‹fiı ¿¥
‹ËI‰fiÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ ÂÌ¬‰Ì Ë÷Ì ?

∞‰fi‹Î_ …\ÿÎ …\ÿÎ Á‹›ı ‹ıÓ …ı …ÿÎ …\ÿÎ
¤Î√ ¤…T›Î »ı ÷ıfi_ CÎÕ÷fl ‹fiı ‹ÎflÎ_ ’ıflLÀ˚Á,
‹ÎflÎ ÏÂZÎ¿˘, ‹ÎflÌ ’IfiÌ ±fiı ⁄Î‚¿˘ ÷flŒ◊Ì
’HÎ ‹Y›_ »ı. ‹ÎflÎ_ ’ıflLÀ˚Á±ı ‹fiı ÂÌ¬T›_ »ı ¿ı
fiÎHÎÎ_ ±ı¿ ‹ÎhÎ … ∞‰fifi_ K›ı› fi◊Ì.

±ı¿ Ï’÷Î ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ÷‹ÎflÎ ⁄Î‚¿
±◊‰Î ⁄Î‚¿˘‹Î_ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÎ_ fiÌÏ÷Ï‰Ê›¿
‹ÒS›˘ ’̨ıfl‰Î‹Î_ ÷‹ı ÁŒ‚ flèÎÎ »˘ ?

±Î’HÎı ’ıflLÀ˚Á ±Î’HÎÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘ ‹ÎÀı ÁÎ«Î
fl˘· ‹˘ÕıSÁ »Ì±ı ÷ı◊Ì ±Î’HÎı …ı ÂÌ¬‰Ì±ı ÷ıfi_
’HÎ ÷ı±˘ ’Î·fi ¿flÌ Â¿÷Î_ Ë˘› »ı.

(±fiÁ_‘Îfi M≤WÃ 30fi_ «Î·)
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fiÎ‹— ’flıÂ “’ÌÀ” ’Àı·
T›‰ÁÎ› — Ë˘„V’ÀÎÏ·ÀÌ (Ë˘ÀıSÁ)
…L‹fi˘ ÿıÂ — ¤Îfl÷
’Ïfl‰Îfl — ’IfiÌ ÏÀfiÎ, ⁄Î‚¿˘ 7 ‰Ê˝fi˘ Ωÿıfi

±fiı ’Î_« ‰Ê˝fi˘ ÷Î·ıfi
’ıflLÀ˚Á — fl‹HÎ¤Î¥ ±fiı Ï‰F›Î⁄ıfi
√Î‹ — ¥Áfl˘·Ì
Ïfi‰ÎÁV◊Îfi — ›±ıÁ±ı, ÷·ÁÎ, ±˘¿·ÎË˘‹Î
™‹fl — 38 ‰Ê˝.

÷‹ÎflÎ ‹÷ ‹…⁄, ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±fiı
¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ‰E«ı ’˛Î◊Ï‹¿ ÷ŒÎ‰÷ Â_ »ı?

±Î’HÎÎ ¿˙À<_Ï⁄¿ ‹ÒS›˘fiÌ Ω‚‰HÎÌ CÎHÎÌ
‹Ëk‰fiÌ »ı. ±‹Îfl_ Ï‰V÷Îflı·_ ¿<À<_⁄ ±‹ÎflÎ ∞‰fi

Áfl‚ ’Ïfl‰÷˝fi— ±‹ıÏfl¿fi ∞‰fi ÷flŒfi˘ ·√Î‰ ±fiı ¤Îfl÷Ì› ÷◊Î ·ıµ‰Î Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiı ∞‰fi‹Î_ µ÷Îfl‰ÎfiÌ T≤ÏkÎ±ı πÏÕ›fi ‹Î¥√˛_À˚Áfiı ±ËŸ
“±‹ıÏflπ„LÕ›LÁ” ⁄fiÎT›Î »ı. ⁄‘Î ’Àı·˘ ±Î Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fiı «ÎËı »ı ±fiı ÷ıfiı Ω‚‰Ì flÎ¬‰Î ‹ÎÀı ¿ÏÀ⁄K‘ »ı.

fiÎ‹— ¿Î· ’Àı·
T›‰ÁÎ› — Ë˘„V’ÀÎÏ·ÀÌ
…L‹fi˘ ÿıÂ — ¤Îfl÷
’Ïfl‰Îfl — ’IfiÌ VfiıËÎ ’hÎÌ (3 ‹ÏËfiÎfiÌ

fi‰Ω÷) — ÁÎ›Î
’ıflLÀ˚Á — …›_Ï÷¤Î¥ ±fiı ‹Î·Î⁄ıfi
¤Î¥ ±fiı ¤Î¤Ì — µ‹_√ ±fiı Ï‰ÂÎ·Î
√˛Î‹— ¿oÀÎ·Ì
›±ıÁ±ı‹Î_ Ïfi‰ÎÁV◊Îfi— Á‰ÎfiÎ, GA
™‹fl — 31

÷‹ÎflÎ ‹÷ ‹…⁄ ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±fiı
¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ‰E«ı ’˛Î◊Ï‹¿ ÷ŒÎ‰÷ Â_ »ı?

⁄_fiı ’˘÷’˘÷ÎfiÌ flÌ÷ı ±ΩıÕ »ı. ⁄_fiıfiÎ
Ë¿ÎflÎI‹¿ ±fiı fi¿ÎflÎI‹¿ ’ÎÁÎ_ »ı. ±Î‹ »÷Î_
’˛Î◊Ï‹¿ ÷ŒÎ‰÷ ±ı »ı ¿ı ±ı¿ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ µÿÎfl »ı ÷˘
⁄Ì∞ ‰‘ wÏœ«V÷ »ı. ∞‰fi‹Î_ ‹ÒS›˘fiÌ
’K‘Ï÷±˘ (‰ıS› ÏÁVÀQÁ) ’HÎ ÁÎ‰ ±·√ »ı.
¿Ëı‰Îfi˘ ‹÷·⁄ ±ı fi◊Ì ¿ı ±ı¿ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ⁄Ì∞
¿fl÷Î_ «Ïœ›Î÷Ì »ı, ’fl_÷ ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘‹Î_ …\ÿÎ_
…\ÿÎ_ ‹ÒS›˘fiı ±√˛÷Î ±’Î› »ı. ±fiı ±Îfiı ¿ÎflHÎı
⁄_Lfiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ±ı¿⁄ÌΩ◊Ì ÷tfi ±·√ ’Õı »ı.

±Î’HÎÎ ·ıµ‰Î πÏÕ›fi Á‹Î…fiÌ ÷Î¿Î÷
±fiı fi⁄‚Î¥±˘ Â_ »ı?

±Î’HÎÎ Á‹Î…fiÌ Á˙◊Ì  ‹˘ÀÌ ÷Î¿Î÷ ±ı »ı
¿ı ·ıµ‰Î Ëo‹ıÂÎ ⁄ÌΩfiı ±Îÿfl ±Î’‰Î‹Î_ ±fiı
⁄ÌΩ_fiı ±ÎÏ÷J› ’Òfl_ ’ÎÕ‰Î‹Î_ @›Î_› ’Î»Î ’Õı
÷ı‹ fi◊Ì. fi⁄‚Î¥fiÌ ‰Î÷ ¿flÌ±ı ÷˘ ±Î’HÎı ⁄Ë
¤˙Ï÷¿‰ÎÿÌ »Ì±ı. ±Î’HÎı ¿˘¥’HÎ ’V÷¿ ¿ı‰_ ËÂı
÷ı ÷ıfiÎ ¿‰flfiı ±Î‘Îflı fiyÌ ¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı. ’HÎ
’V÷¿fiÌ ±_ÿfl Â_ ·A›_ »ı ÷ı Ωı‰ÎfiÌ ÷VÿÌ ·ı÷Î
fi◊Ì. ‰‘‹Î_, ·ıµ‰Î±˘‹Î_ ±ı¿÷Îfi˘ ±¤Î‰ »ı.
F›¥Â ·˘¿˘ ’ÎÁı◊Ì ÷ıfiÌ ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ ±ı¿÷Î
ÂÌ¬‰Î …ı‰Ì »ı. ÷ı±˘ ±ı¿⁄ÌΩfiı Á÷÷ ‹ÿÿw’
◊÷Î Ë˘› »ı. ·ıµ‰Î±˘±ı ÷ı‹fiı ÁÎ«Î ‹˘Õı·
√HÎÌfiı ±fiÁfl‰_ Ωı¥±ı.

›±ıÁ±ı‹Î_ ±ı¿ T›„@÷ ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ⁄_fiı
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ‰E«ı ¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı Á‹÷·Î flÎ¬Ì Â¿˘
»˘?

‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı ‹ÎflÌ ’ıœÌfiÎ ‹˘ÀÎ ¤Î√fiÎ
·˘¿˘±ı ÷ı‹fiÌ ’˘÷ÎfiÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ Ï‰¿ÁÎ‰Ì »ı. ±Î
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fiÌ ËÎ¥⁄˛ÌÕ »ı. ±fiı
¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiı Á‹∞±ı »Ì±ı ±fiı ’Á_ÿ
¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı ±Î‹ »÷Î_ ±‹ı ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiı
’HÎ ±’Îfi‰Ì±ı »Ì±ı ±fiı ÷ı‹Î_ ¤‚Ì±ı »Ì±ı.
‹ÎflÌ ’ıœÌfiÎ ‹˘ÀÎ ¤Î√fiÎ ·˘¿˘ √…flÎ÷Ì ¿ı ÏËoÿÌ
·¬÷Î-‰Î_«÷Î fi◊Ì ÷ı‹ »÷Î_ ±‹ı ¤Îfl÷Ì›
‹ÒS›˘fiı Ω‚‰Ì flÎA›Î _ »ı ±fiı ÿflfl˘…fiÎ
±‹ıÏfl¿fi ¿Î‹¿Î…/ÁÎ‹ÎÏ…¿ ∞‰fi‹Î_ ÷ıfi˘
µ’›˘√ ¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı. ‹ÎflÌ ’ ıœÌ±ı ⁄ _fi ı
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi_ Ï‹lHÎ ¿flÌfiı ’˘÷ÎfiÌ ±Î√‰Ì Á_V¿ÚÏ÷

“±‹ıÏfl¥„LÕ›fi”fiÌ fl«fiÎ ¿flÌ »ı ±fiı ÷ı◊Ì ÷ı
ÁÎ«Ì ÀˇÎ„L{Âfi· ’ıœÌ »ı.

Â_ ÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ±Î’HÎÎ ’fl_’flÎ√÷
Ïfl‰ÎΩı fi‰Ì ’ıœÌ±˘‹Î_ ’HÎ «Î· flËıÂı?

±Î ⁄Î⁄÷fiÌ ±Î√ÎËÌ ¿fl‰Ì ‹U¿ı· »ı. ‹fiı
·Î√ı »ı ¿ı ±‹¿ ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ Ïfl‰ÎΩı «Î· flËıÂı,
F›Îflı ¿ıÀ·Î¿ Ïfl‰ÎΩı ⁄_‘ ’ÕÌ …Âı. ‘‹˝ ±Î‹Î_
‹˘À˘ ¤Î√ ¤…‰ı »ı. ±ı … flÌ÷ı ÏÂZÎHÎ ’HÎ ‹˘À˘
¤Î√ ¤…‰ı »ı. ‹_Ïÿfl˘‹Î_ ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ ±fiı ‘ÎÏ‹˝¿
’˛T≤ÏkÎ±˘ Á÷÷ «Î· flËı »ı ÷◊Î ·˘¿˘ ÷ı‹Î_
µIÁÎË’Ò‰˝¿ ¤Î√ ·ı »ı ±Î◊Ì ±Î’HÎı Ωı¥±ı »Ì±ı
¿ı ¿ıÀ·Î_¿ Ïfl‰ÎΩı Ω‚‰Ì flÎA›Î_ »ı. ±Î‹Î_fiÎ ‹˘ÀÎ
¤Î√fiÎ T›„@÷√÷ CÎfl˘‹Î_ ’HÎ Âw ◊›Î »ı. Ωı
CÎfl˘‹Î_ Ïfl‰ÎΩı …‚‰Î› ±fiı ÷ı‹fi_ ’Î·fi ¿flÎ›
÷˘ ‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı ±Î ’fl_’flÎ±˘/Ïfl‰ÎΩı ±Î‰÷Ì
’ıœÌ±˘‹Î_ ’HÎ µ÷flÌ Â¿ı »ı.

÷‹ı ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ flèÎÎ »˘ ? flèÎÎ Ë˘, ÷˘ ¿ıÀ·˘
Á‹› flèÎÎ »˘? ÷‹ı ›±ıÁ‹Î_ flèÎÎ »˘?

Ë_ ‹Îfl_ ±Î¬_ ∞‰fi ›fiÎ¥ÀıÕ VÀıÀ˚Á‹Î_ flèÎ˘
»\_. ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ ‹ÎhÎ ◊˘ÕÎ Á‹› ’Òfl÷˘ … √›˘ Ë÷˘.

÷‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ ı ±Î’HÎÌ ¤Îfl÷Ì›
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ¿ıÀ·Ì¿ ¬Î‹Ì±˘ »ı ±fiı ÷ı ÷flŒ K›Îfi
±Î’‰_ …wflÌ »ı?

Ë_ ‹Îfi_ »\_ ¿ı ÿflı¿ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ¬Î‹Ì±˘ Ë˘› »ı.
±Î‹ »÷Î_, ±Î’HÎı ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ …ıfiı ¬Î‹Ì
√HÎ÷Î Ë˘¥±ı ÷ıfiı ⁄Ì∞ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ÷Î¿Î÷ ±◊‰Î
÷¿ √HÎ‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰÷Ì Ë˘› ÷ı‹ ’HÎ ⁄fiÌ Â¿ı »ı.
±Î◊Ì ¬Î‹Ì±˘fiı ’HÎ V‰Ì¿ÎflÌ ·ı‰Ì Ωı¥±ı ±fiı
…ı‹ ÿflı¿ ⁄Î⁄÷fi_ ÏfiflÎ¿flHÎ Ë˘› »ı ÷ı‹ ±Î
¬Î‹Ì±˘fi_ ’HÎ ÏfiflÎ¿flHÎ ·Î‰‰_ Ωı¥±ı.

±ı¿ ∞‰fi‹Î_ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ∞‰÷Î ·ıµ‰Î
πÏÕ›fi ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ¿ı‰˘ √‰˝ ±fi¤‰˘ »˘ ?

±ı¿ ·ıµ‰Î Ë˘‰Îfi˘ ‹fiı CÎHÎ˘ √‰˝ »ı. ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı
Ë_ ‹ÎflÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ’˛I›ı CÎHÎ˘ ‰ŒÎÿÎfl »\_. ‹fiı ·Î√ı
»ı ¿ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ’˛I›ıfiÌ ±Î‰Ì ‰ŒÎÿÎflÌ ‹ÎflÌ Œfl…
fiËŸ ’HÎ ‹Îfl˘ Ë¿ »ı, ‹Îfl_ √˙fl‰ »ı. ±Î’HÎ˘
Á‹Î… CÎHÎ˘ Ï‰ÂÎ‚ »ı ÷ı‹ »÷Î_ ÷ı CÎÏfiWÀ flÌ÷ı
‰HÎÎ›ı·˘ »ı ±fiı ÷ı◊Ì … ÷ı Ï‰r¤fl‹Î_ ¿ıLƒÌ›
‹ÒS›˘fi˘ ‹Ëk‰’ÒHÎ˝ ¬Ωfi˘ »ı. ±Î ⁄Î⁄÷
±Î’HÎfiı ⁄Ì∞ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±◊‰Î ¿ÎVÀ ÏÁVÀ‹◊Ì

±·√ ’ÎÕı »ı ±fiı ±Î’HÎfiı ‰ÎV÷‰‹Î_ ±ΩıÕ
⁄fiÎ‰ı »ı.

±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±ËŸfiÎ ‘˘flHÎ◊Ì ⁄ËÎflfiÌ
√HÎÎ› »ı ÷ı◊Ì ¿˘¥ ’Õ¿Îfl˘ ¿ı √ıfl·Î¤˘ ◊Î›
»ı? ±Î‰Î ¿˘¥ ’Õ¿Îfl˘ Ë˘› ÷˘ ÷ıfiÎ ÷flŒ ¿ı‰_
‰·HÎ ÿÎ¬‰Â˘?

Ë_ fi◊Ì ‹Îfi÷˘ ¿ı ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±ËŸfiÎ
‘˘flHÎ˘◊Ì ⁄ËÎflfiÌ »ı. ¿ÿÎ« 70fiÎ ÿÎ›¿Î ±fiı
80fiÎ ÿÎ›¿ÎfiÎ ’˛Îfl_¤‹Î_ ±Î’HÎı CÎHÎÎ ±·√
Ë÷Î.

·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fi_ ±ı¿ … ÂOÿ‹Î_ ‰HÎ˝fi ¿ı‰Ì
flÌ÷ı ¿flÂ˘?

’˛Î‹ÎÏHÎ¿.
÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ¤Îfl÷ fi∞¿fiÎ ¤Ï‰W›‹Î_

±ı¿ ±√˛HÎÌ ÿıÂ ⁄fiÂı?
«˘yÁ’HÎı, ¤Îfl÷ Ë‰ı ±˙z˘Ï√¿ ÿıÂ ⁄fi‰Î

·ÎB›˘ »ı. ‰‘‹Î_ ¤Îfl÷ Ï‰r‹Î_ Á˙◊Ì ÁV÷˘ ‰Î¥À
¿˘·fl ‰¿ÛŒ˘Á˝ ’Òfl˘ ’ÎÕı »ı. Œ˘E› ˝fi 500
¿o’fiÌ±˘‹Î_◊Ì ‹˘ÀÎ ¤Î√fiÌ ¿o’fiÌ±˘ ¤Îfl÷‹Î_
…¥fiı ÷ı‹fiÌ Áı‰Î±˘/’˛˘Õ@Àfi_ fi‰ÌfiÌ¿flHÎ ¿flı »ı
÷ı‹Î_ ¿˘¥ fi‰Î¥ fi◊Ì. ¥L¡ÎVÀˇ@«flfiÌ µHÎ’ ±fiı
¤˛WÀÎ«Îfl Ë…\ ’HÎ À˘« ÷flŒfiÌ ¤Îfl÷fiÌ {Õ’
±˘»Ì ¿flÌ Â¿ı »ı ’fl_÷ ÷ı‹ »÷Î_ ¤Îfl÷ ‹ÎÀı ‰SÕÛ
·ÌÕfl ⁄fi‰ÎfiÌ ⁄‘Ì … Á_¤Î‰fiÎ±˘ »ı ÷ı ‰Î÷‹Î_
¿˘¥ Â_¿Î fi◊Ì.

⁄ÌΩ ÿıÂ‹Î_ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ÁÎ◊ı ±ı¿ ∞‰fi
∞‰‰Î ±_√ı ÷‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı ÷‹fiı ¿˘¥
‹Ëk‰fiÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ ÂÌ¬‰Ì Ë÷Ì?

÷ı‹HÎı ±‹fiı ÁÿÎ«ÎflfiÎ Áfl‚ Ïfi›‹˘,
fiÌÏ÷±˘ ±fiı ’_fl’flÎ±˘ ÂÌ¬‰Ì Ë÷Ì …ı
Ï‰r¤fl‹Î_ Á‰˝ÁÎ‹ÎL› »ı ±fiı ÷ı ¿˘¥’HÎ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷
¿ı ¤ÎÊÎ ¶ÎflÎ Á‹∞ Â¿Î› »ı.

±ı¿ Ï’÷Î ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ÷‹ÎflÎ
⁄Î‚¿ ±◊‰Î ⁄Î‚¿˘‹Î_ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÎ_
fiÌÏ÷Ï‰Ê›¿ ‹ÒS›˘ ’ı̨fl‰Î‹Î_ ÷‹ı ÁŒ‚ flèÎÎ »˘?

÷ı ÷˘ ‹ÎhÎ Á‹› … ¿ËıÂı.

±ı¿ ∞‰fi‹Î_ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi_ ∞‰÷fl
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¿ıÀ·˘ Á‹› flèÎÎ »˘? ÷‹ı ›±ıÁ‹Î_ flèÎÎ
»˘ ?

Ë_ ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ …LQ›˘ Ë÷˘ ±fiı ±ÎÃ
‰Ê˝fi˘ ◊›˘ I›Î_ Á‘Ì ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ … flèÎ˘. »ıS·Î
30 ‰Ê˝◊Ì Ë_ ›±ıÁ‹Î_ »\_.

÷‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı ±Î’HÎÌ ¤Îfl÷Ì›
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ¿ıÀ·Ì¿ ¬Î‹Ì±˘ »ı ±fiı ÷ı
÷flŒ K›Îfi ±Î’‰_ …wflÌ »ı ? Á‹Ω‰˘.

Ë _  ÷ ıfi ı ¬Î‹Ì±˘ fiËŸ ¿Ë _  ’fl _÷ 
±Î’HÎÎ ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ‹Ò‚¤Ò÷ Ïfl‰ÎΩı »ı ¿ı …ı
‰÷˝‹Îfi Á‹›‹Î_ …wflÌ fi◊Ì. ÿÎ¬·Î ÷flÌ¿ı
“‰Ëı‰Îfl” ÷˘ Ïfl‰Î… Ë‰ı ‹›Î˝Ïÿ÷ ¿fl‰˘
Ωı¥±ı. ¿˘¥’HÎ ¿ÎflHÎÁfl ±fiı ⁄‘Î _
¿ÎflHÎÁfl fiÎHÎÎ _fiÌ ¤ıÀ ±Î’‰Îfi  _
Ï⁄fi…wflÌ »ı ±fiı ¤ıÀ ±Î’‰ÎfiÌ Â„@÷ fi
Ë˘› ÷ıfiÎ ‹ÎÀı ±Î‰˘ Ïfl‰Î… ⁄˘Ωw’
⁄fiÌ flËı »ı.

±ı¿ ∞‰fi‹Î_ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ∞‰÷Î ·ıµ‰Î
πÏÕ›fi ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ¿ı‰˘ √‰˝ ±fi¤‰˘ »˘ ?
⁄_fiı Ï‰r/Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ …ı lıWÃ »ı ÷ıfiı ‹ÎHÎ‰ÎfiÌ

Â„@÷ Ë˘‰Îfi˘ ‹fiı √‰˝ »ı. Ë_ ·ıµ‰Î πÏÕ›fi
±‹ıÏfl¿fi »\_ ÷ıfi˘ ‹fiı ±Îfi_ÿ »ı.

±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ Ú Ï÷ ±ËŸfiÎ _ ‘˘flHÎ˘◊Ì
⁄ËÎflfiÌ √HÎÎ› »ı ÷ı◊Ì ¿˘¥ ’Õ¿Îfl˘ ±Î‰ı ¿ı
√ıfl·Î¤˘ ◊Î› »ı ? ±Î‰Î ¿˘¥ ’Õ¿Îfl˘ ±Î‰ı
÷˘ ÷ıfiÎ ÷flŒ ¿ı‰_ ‰·HÎ ÿÎ¬‰Â˘ ?

‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı ±Î’HÎı ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Ï‰r‹Î_
flËÌ±ı »Ì±ı ±fiı ±Î’HÎı ΩËıfl‹Î_ ‰‘ fi‹˛ ⁄fiÌfiı
‰‘ ÁÎfl _ ¿Î‹ ¿flÌ Â¿Ì±ı ÷◊Î ±‹ıÏfl¿fi
flÌ÷Ïfl‰ÎΩı ’˛I›ı ‰‘ Á_‰ıÿfiÂÌ· ⁄fiÌ±ı.

·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fi_ ±ı¿ … ÂOÿ‹Î_ ‰HÎ˝fi ¿ı‰Ì
flÌ÷ı ¿flÂÎı?

‹ËI‰Î¿Î_ZÎÌ.
÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ¤Îfl÷ fi∞¿fiÎ ¤ÏÔ‰W›‹Î_

±ı¿ ±√˛HÎÌ ÿıÂ ⁄fiÂı? ÂÎ ‹ÎÀı?
ËÎ, «˘yÁ’HÎı, ¤Îfl÷Ì›˘ ¿<ÿfl÷Ì flÌ÷ı …

ÁŒ‚÷Î ‹ÎÀ ıfiÎ K› ı› fiyÌ ¿fl ı »ı ±fiı
ÁÎ‹ÎL›’HÎı ±Î K›ı› ËÎ_Á· ¿flı »ı.

⁄ÌΩ ÿıÂ‹Î_ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ÁÎ◊ı ±ı¿ ∞‰fi
∞‰‰Î ±_√ı ÷‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı ÷‹fiı ¿¥
‹Ëk‰fiÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ ÂÌ¬‰Ì Ë÷Ì?

÷ı‹HÎı Ë_‹ıÂÎ ’˛Î‹ÎÏHÎ¿ flËı‰Îfi_ ±fiı ‰ŒÎÿÎflÌ
Ω‚‰‰Îfi_ ÂÌ¬T›_ Ë÷_, …ı ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘‹Î_
±I›_÷ ‹Ëk‰’ÒHÎ˝ »ı.

±ı¿ Ï’÷Î ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ÷‹ÎflÎ
⁄Î‚¿ ±◊‰Î ⁄Î‚¿˘‹Î _ ¤Îfl÷Ì›
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ fiÌÏ÷Ï‰Ê›¿ ‹ÒS›˘ ’˛ıfl‰Î ÷‹ı ÁŒ‚
flèÎÎ »˘?

±‹ı ±Î ±_√ı ’˛›ÎÁ˘ ¿›Î˝ »ı ’fl_÷ ÷ı CÎb_
‹U¿ı· »ı. ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı ±‹ÎflÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiÌ ›±ıÁ±ı‹Î_
hÎÌ∞ ’ıœÌ »ı. ±‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı ±‹fiı …ı
ÂÌ¬T›_ Ë÷_ ÷ıfi_ ¿ÿÎ« ±Õ‘_ … ±‹ı ΩHÎÌ±ı
»Ì±ı ±fiı ¿ÿÎ« ±‹ÎflÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘ ’HÎ ±‹ı ÷ı‹fiı
…ı ÂÌ¬‰Â_ ÷ıfi_ ±Õ‘_ … ΩHÎÌ Â¿Âı. ±Î◊Ì,
±‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı ±‹ÎflÎ ’Ëı·Î_ ◊˘ÕÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷
√‹Î‰Ì Ë÷Ì ÷ı‹ ÿflı¿ ’ıœÌ ’ÁÎfl ◊Âı I›Îflı ◊˘ÕÌ
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ √‹Î‰÷Î flËÌÂ_.

‹ÎÀı ‹A› ±√˛÷Î ‘flÎ‰ı »ı. ±‹ÎflÎ_
‹Î÷Ï’÷ÎfiÌ ËÎ…flÌ Á÷÷ ±‹Îfl ∞‰fi‹Î_ ±fiı
±‹ÎflÎ CÎfl‹Î_ flËÌ »ı. ±‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı …ı
flÌ÷ı ‹ÎflÌ ’IfiÌ ±fiı ‹ÎflÎ ∞‰fi ‹ÎÀı …ı ¿o¥ ¿›*
÷ı … flÌ÷ı ±‹ı ’HÎ ±‹Îfl_ ⁄Î‚¿˘‹Î_ ∞‰fi‹Î_
±Î ‹ÒS›˘ ’˛ıflÌ±ı »Ì±ı ¿ı …ı◊Ì ÷ı±˘ ±Î ’fl_’flÎ
±Î√‚ ‰‘ÎflÌ Â¿Âı.

±Î’HÎÎ ·ıµ‰Î πÏÕ›fi Á‹Î…fiÌ ÷Î¿Î÷
±fiı fi⁄‚Î¥±˘ Â_ »ı?

·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fiÌ ±ı¿ ±fiL› Â„@÷ ±ı¿ ⁄ÌΩ
ÁÎ◊ı ±Áfl¿Îfl¿ fiıÀ‰¿Û ¶ÎflÎ Á_’¿˘˝ Ω‚‰‰ÎfiÌ
»ı. ±‹ı ±ı¿ Á‹Î… ÷flÌ¿ı ÁÎ◊ı ‹‚Ìfiı T›„@÷√÷
±fiı ⁄Ì{fiıÁ Á’˘ÀÛ ’Òfl˘ ’ÎÕÌ±ı »Ì±ı. Ωı¿ı
@›Îflı¿ ±‹Îfl˘ Ï‰Ï«hÎ V’‘Î˝I‹¿ V‰¤Î‰ ‰E«ı
±ÎÕ˘ ±Î‰ı »ı.

›±ıÁ±ı‹Î_ ±ı¿ T›„@÷ ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ⁄_fiı
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ‰E«ı ¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı Á‹÷·Î flÎ¬Ì Â¿˘
»˘? Á‹Ω‰˘.

±Î’HÎ˘ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á‹Î… ±Î’HÎÌ
¿˘Q›ÏfiÀÌfiı ⁄Ì{Ì flÎ¬ı »ı, ’fl_÷ ⁄Ì∞ ’ıœÌfiÎ
‹ÎflÎ …ı‰Î ¤Îfl÷Ì›˘ ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ fl_√Î›Î
»ı ÷ıfiÎ ‹ÎÀı Á‹÷·Î Ω‚‰‰Ì ‹U¿ı· ⁄fiı »ı.
‹Îfl˘ ’Ïfl‰Îfl ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á‹Î…‹Î_ µ…‰Î÷Î √fl⁄Î,
Ë˘‚Ì ±fiı Ïÿ‰Î‚Ì …ı‰Î µIÁ‰˘ µ…‰ı »ı. ±Î
ÁÎ◊ı ±‹ı eÀ⁄˘· √ıQÁ, ¿LÁÀÛ˚Á, fiÎÀ¿˘ ±fiı
V’ıÏÂ›· ¥LÀfl±ı@ÂLÁ …ı‰Î ±‹ıÏfl¿fi
ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ ¿Î›˝ZÎıhÎ˘‹Î_ ’HÎ ¤Î√ ·¥fiı ±Îfi_ÿ
‹ÎHÎÌ±ı »Ì±ı.

Â_ ‹÷ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ±Î’HÎÎ ’fl_’flÎ√÷
Ïfl‰ÎΩı fi‰Ì ’ıœÌ±˘‹Î_ ’HÎ «Î· flËıÂı?
Á‹Ω‰˘.

’˛Î‹ÎÏHÎ¿’HÎı ¿Ë_ ÷˘, ‹ÎflÌ ’ıœÌ ±fiı ‹ÎflÎ_
‹Î÷Ï’÷ÎfiÌ ’ıœÌ ‰E«ı CÎHÎÎ_ ’Ïfl‰÷˝fi˘ ±ÎT›Î_
»ı ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı ±Î’HÎÌ ±ÎÁ’ÎÁfiÎ Ï‰r ÁÎ◊ı ÷Î·
‹ı‚‰‰Î ‹ÎÀı ±Î‰Î_ ’Ïfl‰÷˝fi˘ V‰Ì¿Îfl‰Î
‹ËI‰fiÎ_ »ı. Ë_ ‹Îfi_ »\_ ¿ı, ◊˘ÕÎ ’fl_’flÎ√÷
Ïfl‰ÎΩı «Î· flËıÂı ’fl_÷ fi‰Ì ’ıœÌ ’˘÷Îfiı ›˘B›
·Î√Âı ÷Îı Ïfl‰ÎΩı «Î· flÎ¬Âı.

÷‹ı @›Îflı› ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ flèÎÎ »˘ ? flèÎÎ Ë˘, ÷˘

fiÎ‹— Ëı‹_÷ ‘Ìw¤Î¥ ’Àı·
T›‰ÁÎ› — Ë˘ÀıÏ·›fl
…L‹fi˘ ÿıÂ — ¤Îfl÷
’Ïfl‰Îfl — ’IfiÌ, ⁄Î‚¿˘, …›Î, ËflÏÁ·Î

(’hÎÌ), Ï‹·fi (’hÎ)
’ıflLÀ˚Á — ‘Ìw¤Î¥ ±fiı ‹fi⁄ıfi
√Î‹ — ÏÀo⁄Î (fi‰ÁÎflÌ)
›±ıÁ±ı‹Î _ Ïfi‰ÎÁV◊Îfi — ‹Î›Î‹Ì -

N·˘ÏflÕÎ
™‹fl — 43 ‰Ê˝

÷‹ÎflÎ ‹÷ ‹…⁄, ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±fiı
¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ‰E«ı ’˛Î◊Ï‹¿ ÷ŒÎ‰÷ Â_ »ı?

¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±Î’HÎfiı ‰ÏÕ·˘fiı ‹Îfi
±Î’‰Îfi_ ÂÌ¬‰ı »ı. ÷◊Î F›Îflı ÷ı±˘ T≤K‘ ◊Î›
I›Îflı ÷ı‹fiÌ Á_¤Î‚ flÎ¬‰Îfi_ ’HÎ ÂÌ¬‰ı »ı.
¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ Á_›@÷ ¿<À<_⁄ ÷◊Î Ï‰V÷ÎÏfl÷
(±ıZÀıLÕıÕ) ¿<À<_⁄ ‹Ëk‰ CÎb_ ‹˘À<_ »ı. ±fiı ±Î
‹Ò‚¤Ò÷ ‹ÒS›˘fiı ¿ÎflHÎı ¤ÎÏ‰ ’ıœÌ±˘fiÎı µ»ıfl
‰‘ ÁÎflÌ flÌ÷ı ◊¥ Â¿ı »ı.

±Î’HÎÎ ·ıµ‰Î πÏÕ›fi Á‹Î…fiÌ ÷Î¿Î÷
±fiı fi⁄‚Î¥±˘ Â_ »ı ?

Ï‰ÿıÂ‹Î_ flËı·Î ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fiÎ ÁP›˘‹Î_
Á˙◊Ì ‹˘ÀÌ ÷Î¿Î÷ ·˘¿˘ ‰E«ıfiÌ ±ı¿÷Î‹Î_ »ı.
÷◊Î ÁÎ«_ ±‹ıÏfl¿fi V‰Mfi ÁÎ¿Îfl ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı
±ı¿⁄ÌΩfiı fiÎHÎÎ _¿Ì› ÷◊Î ‹˘fl· Á’˘ÀÛ
±Î’‰ÎfiÌ ¤Î‰fiÎ‹Î_ »ı. F›Îflı ±Î_÷Ïfl¿ V’‘Î˝
±Î’HÎÌ fi⁄Ô‚Î¥ »ı.

›±ıÁ±ı‹Î_ ±ı¿ T›„@÷ ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ı ⁄_fiı
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ‰E«ı ¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı Á‹÷·Î flÎ¬Ì Â¿˘
»˘ ? Á‹Ω‰˘.

F›Îflı Ë_ ¤Îfl÷◊Ì ›±ıÁ±ı ‹Î¥√̨ıÀ ◊›˘ I›Îflı
±ı¿ Á˙◊Ì ‰‘ ‹Ëk‰fiÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ ‹ÎflÎ ‹fi‹Î_ fiyÌ
¿flÌ Ë÷Ì ¿ı ‹ıÓ ‹ÎflÎ CÎfl ÷flÌ¿ı …ı Á‹Î…fiı ±’fiÎT›˘
»ı ÷ıfiı ‹ÎflÎ ÿıÂfiÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fi_ lıWÃ ±Î’ÌÂ ±fiı …ı
ÿıÂfiı ±’fiÎT›˘ »ı ÷ıfiÎ ’ÎÁı◊Ì …ı lıWÃ »ı ÷ı √̨ËHÎ
¿flÌÂ. ±Î ±I›_÷ ‹Ëk‰fiÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ ±Î’HÎı ±Î’HÎÌ
›‰Î ’ıœÌfiı Á‹Ω‰‰ÎfiÌ …wfl »ı. ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı ÷ı‹fiÎ‹Î_fiÎ
¿ıÀ·Î¿ ±ËŸfiÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÌ ¬˘ÀÌ ⁄Î⁄÷˘ ±’fiÎ‰ı »ı
±fiı ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÎ fi⁄‚Î ‹tÎ ±’fiÎ‰ı »ı.

Â_ ÷‹ı ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ¿ı ’fl_’flÎ√÷ Ïfl‰ÎΩı fi‰Ì
’ıœÌ‹Î_ ’HÎ «Î· flËıÂı ? Á‹Ω‰˘.

⁄‘Î Ïfl‰ÎΩı «Î· fiËŸ flËÌ Â¿ı ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı
…ı‹ …ı‹ Á‹› ’ÁÎfl ◊Î› »ı ÷ı‹ ±Î’HÎı ⁄ÿ·÷Î

(±fiÁ_‘Îfi M≤WÃ 28 ’fl)
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Ë_ ¤Îfl÷Ì› »\_, ’fl_÷ ‹Îfl˘ …L‹ ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_
◊›˘ ±fiı Ë_ ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_ flË_ »\_. ‹ÎflÎ µ»ıfl ’fl
÷ı ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÏÚ÷fi˘ ’˛¤Î‰ ’Õ‰Î◊Ì ‹ÎflÎ Á‹√˛
⁄Î‚’HÎ‹Î_ ‹fiı ÂÌ¬‰Î‹Î_, ±ı¿ ÀÌfi±ı…fl ÷flÌ¿ı
Ï‰¿ÎÁ ¿fl‰Î‹Î_ ¬Î_¬Î¬˘‚Î ¿fl‰Î‹Î_ ±fiı
fl‹‰Î‹Î_ ‹fiı ‹ÿÿ ‹‚Ì. ‹ÎflÎ ’A÷ ∞‰fi‹Î_
’HÎ ÁŒ‚÷Î ‹ı‚‰‰Î‹Î_ ÷◊Î ‹ÒS›˘fiÌ ‹Î‰…÷
¿fl‰Î‹Î_ ‹fiı ÷ı ’˛¤Î‰fiÌ ‹ÿÿ ‹‚Âı. µ’fl
ÀÎ_¿‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰ı·Î √Î_‘Ì∞fiÎ ‰Î@›fiı ±fiÁflÌfiı
Ë_ ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fiı ‹ÎflÎ ∞‰fi‹Î_ ±˘÷’˛̆ ÷ ◊‰Î
ÿ™ »\_, ÷◊Î ⁄_fiı‹Î_◊Ì ¿˘¥ ’HÎ ±ı¿ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiı
⁄Ì∞ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ¿fl÷Î_ ‰‘ ‹Ëk‰ ±Î’÷Ì fi◊Ì ÷◊Î
‰‘ ’Õ÷Ì ’˛¤Î‰Ì ⁄fi‰Î ÿı÷Ì fi◊Ì. ⁄_fiı
Á_V¿ ÚÏ÷±˘fiı Á_÷˘Ê‰Îfi˘ ’Õ¿Îfl ±Î…fiÎ_
¤Îfl÷Ì› ⁄Î‚¿˘ {Ì·Ì flèÎÎ_ »ı. ¤Îfl÷Ì› ÷◊Î
±‹ıÏfl¿fi Ï‹hÎ˘ ÁÎ◊ı ÿ˘V÷Ì fiÌ¤Î‰‰ÎfiÌ ÁÎ◊ı
ÁÎ◊ı ‹Î÷Ï’÷Îfiı ¬Â ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı V¿<·fiÌ ÷‹Î‹
’˛T≤ÏkÎ±˘‹Î_ ¿<Â‚÷Î ‹ı‚‰‰Ì ±ı ¿˘¥ ÁËı·Ì
⁄Î⁄÷ fi◊Ì. ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î ¤·ı ±ÁË‹÷
◊Î›, »÷Î_, ∞‰fifiÎ_ ±Î ⁄_fiı ’ÎÁÎ_ ¬Ò⁄ ‹Ëk‰
‘flÎ‰ı »ı.

±‹ı ABCD±˘ (±‹ıÏfl¿fi ⁄˘fi˝ ¿LN›{Õ
ÿıÁÌ{) ±Î ⁄_fiı ’ÎÁÎ‹Î_ ›˘B› Á‹÷˘·fi ÁÎ‘Ì±ı
±ı ⁄Î⁄÷ ¬Ò⁄ ±√I›fiÌ »ı. ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘
ÁÎ◊ı Ë _ ±˘÷’˛˘÷ ◊¥ Â¿< _ ±ı ‹ÎÀı ‹ÎflÎ_
‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı ‹ÎflÎ‹Î_ …ı Ï‰rÎÁ ‹Ò@›˘ »ı ÷ı ⁄ÿ·
Ë_ ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷ÎfiÌ ¿ÿfl ¿fl_ »\_. Ë_ ‹ÎflÎ_ Ï‹hÎ˘
ÁÎ◊ı ⁄ËÎfl Ω™ »\_ ¿ı, πÏÕ›fi Œo@Âfi‹Î_ ËÎ…flÌ
±Î’_, ±ı‰Ì ⁄Î⁄÷˘ ±_√ı ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı ‹fiı Ω÷ı
… ÏfiHÎ˝› ·ı‰ÎfiÌ ±fi‹÷Ì ±Î’Ì »ı. ÷ı±˘ ±ı‰Ì
lK‘Î ‘flÎ‰ı »ı ¿ı, ÷ı‹HÎı ‹ÎflÎ‹Î_ …ı ‹ÒS›˘fi_ ÁŸ«fi
¿›* »ı ±ı ±fiÁÎfl Ë_ Ëo‹ıÂÎ ›˘B› ÏfiHÎ˝› ·¥Â.

‹ÎflÎ_ ÿÎÿÎ-ÿÎÿÌ±ı ’˘÷ÎfiÎ fiˆÏ÷¿ ‹ÒS›˘ ‹ÎflÎ_
‹Î÷Ï’÷Î‹Î_ ÁŸE›Î Ë÷Î, ±fiıı ±ı … fiˆÏ÷¿ ‹ÒS›˘
‹fiı ‰ÎflÁÎ‹Î_ ‹Y›Î_ »ı. ÷ı‹Î_ ’˛HÎÎÏ·¿Î ÷flŒ
‹ÎfifiÌ ·Î√HÎÌ, ‰ÕÌ·˘fi_ ÁL‹Îfi, ÏÂZÎHÎ, ‹Ëıfi÷
÷◊Î Á_›@÷ ’Ïfl‰Îfl ’˛I›ıfiÌ ±Îÿfl¤Î‰fiÎfi˘
Á‹Î‰ıÂ ◊Î› »ı. ±Î ‹ÒS›˘ ±Î’HÎÎ ∞‰fi‹Î_
¬Ò⁄ ±√I›fiÎ_ »ı. »÷Î_, ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á‹Î… ±fiı
Ï‹hÎ˘ ’ÎÁı◊Ì ’HÎ ±Î’HÎı CÎb_ ⁄‘_ fi‰_ ÂÌ¬Ì
Â¿Ì±ı »Ì±ı. ±Î’HÎÌ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ CÎHÎÌ
ÏÂV÷⁄K‘ ±fiı ±Î¿flÌ √HÎÎ› »ı. ’fl_÷ ⁄Ì∞
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÌ ∞‰fiÂˆ·Ì ±’fiÎ‰‰Î◊Ì ±Î’HÎÎ
Ïÿ‹Î√ ±fiı Ïÿ· ⁄ÌΩ ·˘¿˘‹Î_ Ï‰«Îfl˘ √˛ËHÎ
¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ¬S·Î_ ⁄fiı »ı ÷◊Î ÷ı ¿>‰Î‹Î_fiÎ_ ÿıÕ¿Î_
…ı‰Î Á_¿<Ï«÷ flËı÷Î_ fi◊Ì.

…ı T›„@÷ ¿<÷ÒË· ‘flÎ‰ı »ı ÷◊Î ⁄Ì∞ T›„@÷
’ÎÁı◊Ì ÂÌ¬‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÷‹LfiÎ ‘flÎ‰ı »ı ±fiı ’˘÷ı
…ı ΩHÎı »ı ÷ı ⁄ÌΩfiı ÏÂ¬‰‰ÎfiÌ ÷ˆ›ÎflÌ flÎ¬ı »ı
÷ı … T›„@÷ ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ÁÎ◊ı Á‹ı‚ ÁÎ‘Ì ∞‰fi
T›÷Ì÷ ¿flÌ Â¿ı »ı. ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘‹Î_◊Ì ¿˘¥ ±ı¿

… Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÎ_ ‹ÒS›˘fiı Ωı ‰‚√Ì
flËı‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰ı ÷˘ ±Î ÿıÂ‹Î_
ÁQ≤K‘ ◊‰ÎfiÌ ±’ıZÎÎ ÏÁ© ◊‰Î
±ÎÕı CÎHÎÎ_ Ï‰Cfi ±fiı Ë÷ÎÂÎ
±Î‰Âı. ±Î Ë¿Ì¿÷◊Ì Ë  _
T›„@÷√÷ ‘˘flHÎı ‰Î¿ıŒ »\_ ÷ı◊Ì
Ë_ ‹ÎflÎ K›ı›fiı ÏÁK‘ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı
’Ïfl„V◊Ï÷ ÁÎ◊ı ±fi¿>‚ ◊¥fiı ∞‰_
»\_. ‹ÎflÌ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fi˘ ‹ÎflÌ
µ’fl ’˛¤Î‰ »ı. ÷ı Ë¿Ì¿÷◊Ì Ë_
¬Â »\_, ÷◊Î ÷ıfiÎ ‹ÒS›˘ √˛ËHÎ
¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀıfiÌ ÿflı¿ ÷¿ Ë_ {Õ’Ì
·™ »\_. ÁÎ◊ı ÁÎ◊ı ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î
¬S·Î_ Ïÿ‹Î√ ‘flÎ‰ı »ı ±fiı Á‹…\
»ı. ÷ı‹fiı ±ı Ë¿Ì¿÷ Á‹Ω¥ «Ò¿Ì
»ı ¿ı, ‹ÎflÎ µF…‰‚ ¤ÎÏ‰ ‹ÎÀı
⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi˘ ’˛¤Î‰ …wflÌ
»ı. CÎHÎÌ ‰Îfl I›Î√ ±Î’‰Î …wflÌ
±fiı ±Ïfi‰Î›˝ ⁄fiı »ı. ’fl_÷ ÷ı
‹ÎflÌ ±Î…\⁄Î…\fiÎ Á_Ωı√˘‹Î_◊Ì
√˛ÎèÎ ⁄Î⁄÷˘fi_ √˛ËHÎ ¿fl÷Î ‹fiı
fl˘¿Ì Â¿÷Î fi◊Ì.

‹Îfl_ fiÎ‹ ÁÎ›fiÎ ’Àı· »ı, Ë_
¤Îfl÷ ¬Î÷ıfiÎ ⁄À‰ÎÕÎfiÎ …›ıÂ
±fiı ÂÌ·Î ’Àı·fiÌ ’hÎÌ »\_. ‹ÎflÎ
fiÎfiÎ ¤Î¥ ±ÎÂÌ‰ ÁÎ◊ı Ë _
±˘ËÎ›˘‹Î_ Àˇ˘› ¬Î÷ı Ïfi‰ÎÁ ¿fl_ »\_. ±˘ËÎ›˘
¬Î÷ı ÕıÀfi‹Î_ ±Î‰ı·Ì ‘ ‹Î›Î‹Ì ‰ı·Ì V¿>·‹Î_ Ë_
±ı¿ ÏÁÏfi›fl »\_. VÀ<ÕLÀ √‰‹ı̋LÀ, ‹˘Õı· ›fiÎ¥ÀıÕ
fiıÂLÁ ÷◊Î ¥›fl ⁄¿ ¿Ï‹ÀÌ‹Î_ Ë_ ÁÏø›’HÎı ¤Î√
·™ »\_. Ë_ VÀÕLÀ ±ıQ⁄ıÁıÕfl »\_. ÕıÀfi ±ıÏfl›ÎfiÌ
YMCA …\fiÌ›fl ·ÌÕflÂÌ’ ’˛̆ √˛Î‹‹Î_ ‹ıÓ ±ı¿ ‰Ê˝
ÁP› ÷flÌ¿ı ’HÎ ‰Ì÷ÎT›_ »ı. F›Î_ ‹ıÓ ¿Q›ÏfiÀÌfiÌ

Ï’fiÎ¿Ìfi ÃÎ¿˘fl ±ıU·ıLÕ KY‹Î_ ‰Áı
»ı ÷◊Î LPSfiÎ ±Î∞‰fi ÁP› »ı. ÷ı
¤Îfl÷fiÎ fiÎ√˘Õ fiÎ‹fiÎ fi√flfiÎ_ ‹Ò‚
‰÷fiÌ »ı.

÷·ÁÌ ÃÎ¿˘fl Ï’fiÎ¿ÌfifiÎ_ ’hÎÌ »ı,
÷◊Î ¤Î‰fiÎ ÃÎ¿˘fl ∞‰fi◊Ì ‘⁄¿÷Î
›‰Îfi ±fiı ⁄„K‘ÂÎ‚Ì ‹ÏË·Î »ı.
Áfi⁄VÀÛ O›ÀÌ ’ı…LÀ‹Î_ ÷Î…ı÷fl‹Î_
÷·ÁÌ±ı ¤Î√ ·Ì‘˘. ÷ıfiÎ ‰›…^◊fiÎ ÷ı
’Ëı·Î V◊Îfi ±Î‰Ì, µ’flÎ_÷ “⁄ıVÀ
V‹Î¥·” “⁄ıVÀ Õ ˇ ıVÕ” ÷◊Î “‹˘VÀ
Œ˘À˘…ıÏfi¿”±ı‰˘Õ˘˝ ’HÎ ÷ı ∞÷Ì.

±ÎÁ’ÎÁfiÎ_ Á˙¿˘¥ ‹ÎÀı ÷·ÁÌ ΩHÎı
÷Î∞ Ë‰ÎfiÌ ·Ëıfl »ı. ÷ı ¬Ò⁄ ÿ›Î‚
±fiı µÿÎfl »ı. ÷ıfiÎ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î ÷ıfiı ‹ÎÀı
µF…‰‚ ±fiı Á¬Ì ¤Ï‰W›fiÌ ±ÎÂÎ
flÎ¬ı »ı.

ÁÎ◊ı Á_·Bfi ’˛˘…ı@À˘‹Î_ ¿Î‹ ¿›* »ı.
ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ º„WÀ±ı Ë_ ⁄˘·Ì‰ÒÕfiÌ Âˆ·ÌfiÎ_ L≤I›˘

¿fl÷Ì flËÌ »\_. ’˛ÎÿıÏÂ¿ FOGANA flÎÁ-√fl⁄Î
ËflÌŒÎ¥‹Î_ µkÎÌHÎ˝◊¥ »\_. Ë_ ±ÎÂÎ flÎ¬_ »\_ ¿ı Ë_
‹Îfl_ ÏÁfiÌ›fl ¥›fl ÁŒ‚÷Î’Ò‰˝¿ ’Òfl_ ¿flÌÂ ÷◊Î
¿˘·ı…fiÌ fl˘‹Î_«¿ ±fiı ’Õ¿Îfl˘fiı Ë_ ’Ë˘Ó«Ì
‰‚ÌÂ.

⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi˘ ÁÎ‹fi˘ ¿fl‰Îfi˘ ’¿ÕÎfl
“Ωı ¿˘¥ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ⁄ËÎflfiÎ Ï‰«Îfl˘◊Ì ÿÒfl flËı‰Îfi˘ ’˛›ÎÁ ¿flı ÷˘ ÷ı À¿Ì fi Â¿ı” - ‹ËÎI‹Î √Î_‘Ì.

⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi˘ ±ı¿ Áfl¬˘ ±Îÿfl ¿fl÷Î_ ÁÎ›fiÎ ’Àı·.
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±Îfl˘B› ’˛ÿ ±ÎËÎfl— ÿÎÕ‹fiÎ ŒÎ›ÿÎ

±Î ÿı¬Î‰Õ<_ Œ‚ ÷ıfiÎ_ CÎıflÎ Ω_⁄·Ì ±fiı ·Î·
fl_√fiÎ flÁfiı ¿ÎflHÎı ΩHÎÌ÷_ »ı. ÷ı‹Î_ flËı·Î ±fiı¿
±ıLÀÌ±˘@ÁÌÕLÀ˘ I‰«Îfiı Á_‰Î‚Ì ±fiı ¿fl«·Ì◊Ì
‹@÷ flÎ¬ı »ı. ÷◊Î ÷ıfiı ÷ı…V‰Ì ±fiı ›‰Îfi flÎ¬ı
»ı. ÿÎÕ‹ ÷‹Î‹ ™‹flfiÎ ·˘¿˘ ‹ÎÀı CÎb_ ·Î¤¿Îfl¿
»ı. ÿÎÕ‹◊Ì ±Îfl˘B› Á‘flı »ı ÷ı‰Î ÿÎ‰Î ¿›Î˝ Ï‰fiÎ
¿ıÀ·Î¿ ·˘¿˘ ¶ÎflÎ ÿÎÕ‹fiÎ ◊÷Î_ Ï‰Ï‰‘ µ’›˘√˘
±hÎı …HÎÎ‰Î›Î »ı.

1. ÷ıfiÎ◊Ì ËÎÀÛ ÏÕ{Ì{, ’˛̆ VÀıÀ ¿ıLÁfl ±fiıVÀˇ̆ ¿
…ı‰Î fl˘√ ◊‰Îfi_ Ωı¬‹ CÎÀı »ı. ÿÎÕ‹‹Î_ flËı·Î_
±ıLÀÌ ±˘@ÁÌÕLÀ ÷I‰˘fiı ·Ì‘ı ÂflÌfl‹Î_ ¬flÎ⁄
¿˘·ıVÀfl˘· ⁄fi÷_ … fi◊Ì, ±fiı ÷ı◊Ì ·˘ËÌfiÌ
fiÁ˘‹Î_ √ßÎ ⁄Î…÷Î fi◊Ì.

2. ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ’˛¿ÎflfiÎ ¿ıLÁfl ÿÎÕ‹fiı ¿ÎflHÎı
ÂflÌflfiÌ ’˛Ï÷¿Îfl¿ Â„@÷ ‰‘÷Ì Ë˘‰Î◊Ì ◊÷Î_
±À¿Ì Â¿ı »ı. ¿ıÀ·Î_¿ ÿÎÕ‹‹Î_ “N·ı‰Îfi˘¥ÕÁ” fiÎ‹ı
±˘‚¬Î÷Î_ ±ıLÀÌ±˘@ÁÌÕLÀ˘fi_ ’˛‹ÎHÎ ¬Ò⁄ ¨«_
Ë˘› »ı. ¿ıLÁfl Á…˝÷Î_ …\ÿÎ_ …\ÿÎ_ flıÏÕ¿·˘fiı
fiÎ◊‰Î‹Î_ ±Î N·ı‰Îfi˘¥ÕÁ ±Áfl¿Îfl¿ »ı ÷ı‹
‹fiÎ› »ı. ÷ı◊Ì Ë‰ı CÎHÎÎ ÏfiWHÎÎ÷˘ Ïfi›Ï‹÷’HÎı
±Î Œ‚ ±Îfl˘√‰ÎfiÌ ¤·Î‹HÎ ¿flı »ı.

3. ÿÎÕ‹ ±Îfl˘√‰Î◊Ì ±ı◊ıfl˘V¿·ıfl˘ÁÌÁ ±fiı

ÂÎ ‹ÎÀı ÿÎÕ‹ ±Î’fiı ‹ÎÀı ÁÎfl_ √HÎÎ›?

Mayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri Mulji
Atlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, Georgia

’ıÏ‹√˛ıfiıÀ B‰˘¿ı‹˘· flıÏÁ’Ì

 2 ‹˘ÀÎ_ ’Î¿Î_ ±ı‰˘¿ÎÕ˘
 »ÌHÎı·Îı 1/2 ‹˘À˘ ¿Î_ÿ˘
 ·ÁHÎfiÌ 2 ¿‚Ì, »^_ÿı·Ì
 2 ÷ÎΩ_ ‹fl«Î_, ÁıflÎfi˘{, ⁄Ì›Î_‰Î‚Î_
 2 «‹«Ì¤flÌ ¿˘◊‹ÌflfiÎ_ ’Î_ÿÕÎ_
 ·Ÿ⁄‹Î_◊Ì ¿Îœı·˘ ÷ÎΩı flÁ
 1/2 «‹«Ì ‹ÌÃ<_
 1 «‹«Ì ÿÎÕ‹fi˘ flÁ
 3 «‹«Ì ¤flÌ ÿÎÕ‹fiÎ_ ÿÎHÎÎ_

flÌ÷— ¿Î_ÿÎ, ·ÁHÎ, ‹fl«Î_, ÁıflÎfi˘{ ±fiı
¿˘◊Ï‹flfiÎ_ ’Î_ÿÕÎ_fiı {ÌHÎÎ_ »^_ÿ˘. ÷ı‹fiı ±ı¿
⁄Îµ·‹Î_ ‹Ò¿Ì ÷ı‹Î_ ·Ÿ⁄_fi˘ flÁ, ‹ÌÃ<_ µ‹ıflÌ ⁄Î…\

ÿÎ±ÎÕ‹... ÿÎÕ‹... ÿÎ±ÎÕ‹!!!

ÕÎ›ÎÏ⁄ÀÌÁ …ı‰Ì ⁄Ì‹ÎflÌ±˘fi_ Ωı¬‹ ’HÎ CÎÀı
»ı. ÿÎÕ‹ ·˘ËÌfiÌ fiÁ˘fiÌ ÿÌ‰Î·˘ ÿÎÕÌ ±fiı
¿ÎÏÀÛ·ı…‹Î_ ◊÷Î fi¿ÁÎfifiÌ ‹flÎ‹÷ ¿flı »ı. Ωı¿ı,
⁄Î⁄÷ı ’Î¿ı ’Î›ı ’ÏflHÎÎ‹ ΩHÎ‰Î ‹ÎÀı Á_Â˘‘fi
…wflÌ »ı. ÿÎÕ‹◊Ì @›Î ŒÎ›ÿÎ ◊Âı ±◊‰Î fiËŸ
◊Î› ÷ı ±_√ı ¿˘¥ ÿÎ‰Î ¿flÎ›Î fi◊Ì.

4. ÿÎÕ‹‹Î_◊Ì Ï‰ÀÎ‹Ìfi A, C, E ÷◊Î Œ˘Ï·¿
±ıÏÁÕ ¤fl’Òfl ‹ÎhÎÎ‹Î_ ‹‚ı »ı.

5. ±ı‰_ ‹fiÎ› »ı ¿ı, ÿÎÕ‹ ±Îfl˘√‰Î◊Ì
⁄Î‚¿˘ ±‘ÒflÎ ‹ÎÁı …L‹÷Î fi◊Ì. ‰‚Ì ÿÎÕ‹
±Îfl˘√÷Î Á√¤Î˝ ‹ÏË·Î±˘fiı ±˘»Î ‰…fifiÎ
⁄Î‚¿˘ …L‹÷Î_ fi◊Ì.

6. ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ‰’flÎÂ¿÷Î˝ ±fiÁÎfl √‚Î‹Î_
±Î‰ı·Î Á˘Ω µ÷Îfl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ’HÎ ÿÎÕ‹ √HÎ¿ÎflÌ
»ı.

7. ±ı‰_ ‹Îfi‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰ı »ı ¿ı ÿÎÕ‹ T≤©…fi˘fiı
±ıS{Î¥‹Á˝ fl˘√ ◊÷Î ±À¿Î‰ı »ı.

8. ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ÿıÂ˘‹Î_ ±ı‰_ ‹Îfi‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰ı »ı ¿ı,
ÿÎÕ‹ ¬Î‰Î◊Ì I‰«Î ÷ı…V‰Ì ±fiı Á_‰Î‚Ì ⁄fiı
»ı. I‰«Î ’fl «œı·Î Á˘Ω ’HÎ µ÷flı »ı.

9. ±ı‰_ ‹Îfi‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰ı »ı ¿ı, ±ıLÀÌ±˘@ÁÌÕLÀ̊Á◊Ì

fl˘√’˛Ï÷¿Îfl¿
Â„@÷ ‰‘ı »ı.

1 0 .
ÿÎÕ‹‹Î_ flËı·
± Î › fi ˝ fi ı
’ Ï fl H Î Î ‹ ı
Â fl Ì fl ‹ Î _
·˘ËÌfi_ ›˘B›
¤˛‹HÎ ◊÷_ flËı
» ı . ·˘ËÌfiÌ
√HÎ‰kÎÎ ’HÎ Á‘flı »ı. ◊Î¿ ·Î√‰˘, «yfl ±Î‰‰Î_,
±Â„@÷, ⁄ËıflÎÂ, …ı‰Î ±ıfiÌ‹Ì›ÎfiÎ_ ·ZÎHÎ˘ ’HÎ
ÿÎÕ‹ ¬Î‰Î◊Ì ÿÒfl ◊Î› »ı.

11. ÿÎÕ‹‹Î_ ±fiı¿ ±ıLÀÌ±˘@ÁÌÕLÀ Ë˘‰Î
µ’flÎ_÷ ±ıLÀÌ‰Î›fl· √HÎ˘ ’HÎ flËı·Î_ »ı.

12. ¿ıÀ·Ì¿ VhÎÌ±˘ ±ı‰_ ‹Îfiı »ı ¿ı, ‹ıfi˘’˘{
ÿflÏ‹›Îfi ÁΩ˝÷Ì ÂÎflÌÏfl¿ ÷¿·ÌŒ˘ ±fiı ÿÿ˝‹Î_
ÿÎÕ‹ ±Îfl˘√‰Î◊Ì flÎË÷ flËı »ı.

fl˘…ıfl˘… ÿÎÕ‹fiÌ ·˘¿Ï’˛›÷Î ‰‘Ì flËÌ »ı.
Ë‰ı ‰‘ ±fiı ‰‘ ·˘¿˘ ÿÎÕ‹ ±Îfl˘√ı »ı. Ωı¿ı,
±Î ⁄Î⁄÷ı ‹ıÏÕ¿· ÂÎVhÎ±ı ¿˘¥ ÿÎ‰Î ¿›Î˝
fi◊Ì.

’fl ‹Ò¿˘. ±ı‰˘¿ÎÕ˘fiÌ »Î· µ÷ÎflÌ, ÷ıfiÌ Á’ÎÀÌ
’fl ¿ÎHÎÎ_ ’ÎÕÌ ⁄Îµ·‹Î_ ‹Ò¿˘. ÷ı‹Î_ ±ı¿ «‹«Ì
¤flÌ ÿÎÕ‹fiÎ flÁ µ‹ıflÌ ¿Î_ÀÎ◊Ì ‘Ì‹ı‘Ì‹ı »^_ÿ˘.
÷ı‹Î_ ¿Î_ÿÎ-·ÁHÎfi_ Ï‹lHÎ µ‹ıflÌ ΩÕ˘ ‹Î‰˘ ÷ˆ›Îfl
¿fl˘. ÷ı‹Î_ Ë‚‰ı◊Ì ÿÎÕ‹fiÎ_ ÿÎHÎÎ ¤ı‚‰˘. Ë_ŒÎ‚Î
À˘ÏÀÛ·Î{, À˘VÀÎÕÎ{ ¿ı ¿˘‹˝ «Ì’ ÁÎ◊ı ÷ı Á‰˝ ¿fl˘.

fi Ó̆‘— ‹K›‹ ¿ÿfiÎ ±ı¿ ÿÎÕ‹‹Î_◊Ì 3/4 ¿’
¤flÎ› ÷ıÀ·Î ÿÎHÎÎ ¿ı
1/2 ¿’ F›Á
fiÌ¿‚Âı. ›Îÿ flÎ¬˘
¿ ı , ÿÎÕ‹‹Î _fiÎ
ÿÎHÎÎ_‹Î◊Ì ŒÎ›⁄fl
‹‚ı »ı. ÷ı◊Ì ÿˆÏfi¿
ŒÎ›⁄fl ‹ı‚‰‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÿÎÕ‹ ±Îfl˘√˘.

’˘Ï‹√ı̨fiıÀ «ÀfiÌ
 1/2 ¿’ ·Î· ¿<flÎ_À (ÁÒ¿‰ı·Ì ƒÎZÎ)fiÌ …ı·Ì
 1/3 ¿’ À˘«¿Î_ ÁÏË÷ {ÌHÎÎ_ »^_ÿı·Î_ ·Ì·Î

¿Î_ÿÎ
 1 ¿’ ÿÎÕ‹ ÿÎHÎÎ
 1 «‹«˘ ¤flÌ »^_ÿı·_ ÷Î…\_ ±Îÿ_
 1 «‹«˘¤flÌ »^_ÿı·_ ÷Î…\_ ËÎ·Î’Ìfi˘ ‹fl«_
 1/2 «‹«Ì ‹ı◊Ì

 1 «‹«˘ ¤flÌ ·Ÿ⁄fi˘ flÁ
flÌ÷— ÿÎÕ‹‹Î_◊Ì ÿÎHÎÎ ±ı¿ Ïÿ‰Á ±√Îµ

¿ÎœÌ ·˘. ‹fl«Î_fiÎ ⁄Ì›Î_fiı ±ıflÀÎ¥À flÎ¬˘. ⁄ı¿’
B·ÎÁ ‹ı{fl …ıÀ·Ì ¿<flÎ_À …ı·Ìfiı ‹Î¥ø˘‰ı‰
±˘‰fi‹Î_ ’Ò· ’Î‰fl  (100%) ’fl √fl‹ ◊‰Î
ÿ˘. ·√¤√ 20 Áı¿o_Õ flÎ¬Ì ÷ıfiı œÌ·Ì ’Õ‰Î ÿ˘.
·Ì·Î_ ¿Î_ÿÎ, ÿÎÕ‹fiÎ ÿÎHÎÎ, ±Îÿ_, ËÎ·Î’Ìfi˘
‹fl«_, ‹ı◊Ì ±fiı ·Ÿ⁄_fiÎ flÁfiı VÀfl ¿fl˘. ’»Ì
÷ı‹Î_ V‰Îÿ ±fiÁÎfl ‹ÌÃ<_ ±fiı ‹flÌ ¤ı‚‰˘. ±Î
Ï‹lHÎ 15 Ï‹ÏfiÀ Á‘Ì ‹Ò¿Ì flÎA›Î ⁄Îÿ Á‰˝
¿fl˘.
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±‹ı F›Îflı ¤Îfl÷◊Ì ±Î ÿıÂ‹Î_ ±ÎT›Î I›Îflı
±‹ı ‹ÎhÎ ¤Îfl÷Ì›˘ fiË˘÷Î. ±‹ı ◊˘ÕÎ ÿıÂÌ ±fiı
◊˘ÕÎ ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Ë÷Î. ÷‹ı ¿ıÀ·Î ÿıÂÌ »˘ ¿ı ¿ıÀ·Î
±‹ıÏfl¿fi »˘ ÷ıfi˘ ±Î‘Îfl ±Î ÿıÂ‹Î_ ‹ı‚‰ı·Î
∞‰fifiÎ_ ±fi¤‰˘ µ’fl »ı. Ë_ ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘‹Î_
…ı ÁÎfl_ »ı ÷ı √˛ËHÎ ¿fl_ »_ ±fiı ÷ıfiı ‹ÎflÌ ’˘÷ÎfiÌ
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ‹Îfi_ »\_. ⁄_fiı‹Î_◊Ì ¿˘¥ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ⁄Ì∞◊Ì
«ÏÕ›Î÷Ì fi◊Ì. ±Î’HÎı …ıfiı ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷
¿ËÌ±ı »Ì±ı ÷ı ±ı¿ ÿıÂfiÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ fi◊Ì ’fl_÷
Ï‰rfiÌ CÎHÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi_ Ï‹lHÎ »ı. ±ËŸ
›fl˘Ï’›fi˘ ‰‘ »ı ÷ı◊Ì ÷ı‹Î_ ’Ïç‹Ì Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÌ
±Áfl ‰‘ »ı. ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ‹ÎhÎ ±Î’HÎÎ ÿıÂfiÌ
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ … »ı. ±Î◊Ì ÷ıfiÌ ‹ÎfiÏÁ¿÷Î ◊˘ÕÌ
Á_¿<Ï«÷ Ë˘¥ Â¿ı. ‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı, LPS ±fiı
V◊ÎÏfi¿ Á‹Î… Ëo‹ıÂÎ_ ±Î’HÎÎ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á‹Î…fi˘
±ı¿ ¤Î√ flËıÂı ’fl_÷ F›Îflı ±Î’HÎı ±ËŸfiÎ
ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ ‰·˘HÎÎ‹Î_ ¤‚÷Î …Â_ ÷ı‹ ÷ıfi_ ’HÎ
‹Ëk‰ ±˘»\_ ◊÷_ …Âı.

Ë_ ‹ÎflÌ Ω÷fiı ÿıÂÌ ¿ı Á_’ÒHÎ̋ ±‹ıÏfl¿fi √HÎ÷˘
fi◊Ì ’fl_÷ ⁄_fiıfi_ Ï‹lHÎ √b_ »\_. ±Î◊Ì ¤Îfl÷‹Î_
Ë_ ⁄ËÎflfi˘ Ë˘™ ÷ı‰_ ·Î√ı »ı. ‹ÎflÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ÿÁ
‰Ê̋ ’»Ì ’Ò»Â_ ÷˘ ÷ı±˘ ¿ËıÂı ¿ı ÷ı±˘ ÿıÂÌ ¿fl÷Î_
±‹ıÏfl¿fi ‰‘ »ı. ±fiı ÷ı‹fiÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘ ‰‘ ±‹ıÏfl¿fi
ËÂı. ±Î¬flı ‹ÎflÌ I›Îfl ’»ÌfiÌ ’ıœÌ±˘fiÎ_
⁄Î‚¿˘‹Î_ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fi˘ ◊˘Õ˘¿ … ±_Â ⁄Î¿Ì
flèÎ˘ ËÂı. ±ı Á‹›ı ‹ÎflÎ ‰_Â-‰ÎflÁ˘±ı ±Î ÿıÂ‹Î_
V◊‚Î_÷fl (‹Î¥√̨ıÂfi) Á_’ÒHÎ̋ ¿›* ËÂı.

- µflıÂ ’Àı·
360 -609 - 2862
Apex Hospitality Inc.

±Î’HÎı …ıfiı ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ¿ËÌ±ı »Ì±ı
÷ı ‹Ëÿ ±_Âı ·Î¥ŒVÀÎ¥· »ı. F›Îflı ±Î’HÎÎ
·˘ËÌ‹Î_ »ı ÷ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ »ı. ‹ÎflÎ Ï‰«Îfl˘ fl…^ ¿v_
÷ı ’Ëı·Î_ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ¿S«flfiÌ ‰ÎA›Î ¿flÌ ·¥±ı.

‹Îfi‰ÌfiÎ iÎÎfi, ‹ÎL›÷Î±˘ ±fiı ‰÷˝c¿fiÌ
ÁÁ_¿Ï·÷ ’ıÀfi˝ ¿ı …ıfi˘ ±Î‘Îfl ’˛Ï÷¿ÎI‹¿
Ï‰«ÎflÂ„@÷ ±fiı Á‹Î…‹Î_◊Ì ¿o¥¿ ÂÌ¬‰ÎfiÌ
Â„@÷ µ’fl »ı. ¿˘¥ ¥LVÀÌÀuÂfi, ±˘√ı̋fiÎ¥{ıÂfi
¿ı B≤’‹Î_ Ωı‰Î ‹‚÷Î ‰ËıÓ«Î›ı·Î ±Ï¤√‹˘,
‹ÒS›˘, K›ı›˘ ±fiı T›‰ËÎfl˘ ¿ı …ı ±Î B≤’ ¿ı
¥LVÀÌÀuÂfifiÎ ±Î√‰Î ·ZÎHÎ˘ ÿÂÎ˝‰ı »ı.

µ’fl˘@÷ VÀıÀ‹ıLÀfiÎ ±Î‘Îflı Ë_ ‹ÎflÎ Ï‰«Îfl˘
±hÎı T›@÷ ¿w_ »\_. ±‹ı ›±ıÁ ¬Î÷ı ¥Ï‹√˛_ÀÁ
÷flÌ¿ı ±ÎT›Î Ë÷Î. ±‹ÎflÎ_ ’ıflLÀÁ ±‹ÎflÎ_
‹Î√˝ÿÂ˝¿ Ë÷Î. ÷ı ‰¬÷ı ±‹ı …ı ¿o¥ ΩHÎ÷Î Ë÷Î
÷ı ±‹ÎflÎ ‘‹˝‹Î_ ÂÌ¬T›_ Ë÷_. ›±ıÁ‹Î_ …ı‹ ‹˘ÀÎ_
◊÷Î_ √›Î_ ÷ı‹ ±‹fiı ·Î√_ ¿ı ±Î ÿıÂfiÎ Ï‰«Îfl˘
±fiı ‹ÎL›÷Î±˘ ±·√ »ı. …\ÿÎ …\ÿÎ Ï‰«Îfl˘
±fiı ‹ÎL›÷Î±˘fi_ CÎQ‹fl ‰·˘b_ (‹ıSÀŸ√ ’˘À
Ï⁄·ÌŒÁ) ¿o¥¿ ‹_{‰HÎ¤›* Ë÷_.

flΩ±˘fiÌ … ‰Î÷ ¿flÌ±ı ÷˘ …\ÿÌ …\ÿÌ CÎHÎÌ
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fiÌ …\ÿÌ …\ÿÌ flΩ±˘ Ë÷Ì. ÁıÓÀ ’ıÏÀ̌@Á Õı
(±Î¥ÏflÂ) Ëı·˘‰Ìfi (±ı¿ ¿ıÏ·¿ ±Î¥ÏÕ›Î) ÏøVÀ‹Á
(Ï¬̨V÷Ì ‹ÎL›÷Î) Ï‰. flΩ±˘ ‹ÎÀı ±‹Îflı ¿˘¥
«˘yÁ ‘‹̋‹Î_ ¿L‰ÀÛ ◊‰Îfi_ fiË˘÷_ ’HÎ ±‹ı ÷ı ‘‹̋fiÎ
¿ıÀ·Î_¿ ÁÎflÎ_ ·ZÎHÎ˘ ±’fiÎT›Î_ ¿ı …ıfiÎ◊Ì ¿<À<_⁄ fi∞¿
±Î‰ı. Ëı·˘‰ÌfifiÎ ÷Ëı‰Îfl ‰¬÷ı ±‹ı ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ¬ÎÁ
’˘ÊÎ¿˘ ’ËıflÎ‰Ìfiı ‹Ω¿-‹V÷Ì ¿fl‰Î …‰Î ÿ¥±ı
»Ì±ı. ÏøVÀ‹ÁfiÎ Ïÿ‰Áı ±‹ı ¤ıÀ Á˘√Îÿ˘fiÌ ±Î’·ı
¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı ±fiı ¿˙À<_Ï⁄¿ ‹ı‚Î‰Õ˘ √˘Ã‰Ì±ı »Ì±ı.
…ı‹Î_ ±‹Îfl_ “ÿıÂÌ ¬Îb_” ’HÎ Ë˘›. ±ıfiÎ◊Ì ±‹ı Ï¬̨V÷Ì
⁄fiÌ …÷Î fi◊Ì ’fl_÷ ÷ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_◊Ì ¿o¥¿ ÁÎw_ ‹ı‚‰Ìfiı
±‹ı ¿<À<_⁄‹Î_ ±ı¿÷Î ÁÎ‘Ì±ı »Ì±ı. Ë_ T›„@÷√÷ flÌ÷ı
‹ÎflÎ ’hÎ ‹ÎÀı ±Î‹ ¿w_ »\_ ¿ı …ı◊Ì ÷ıfiı ±Îfi_ÿ ‹‚ı
±fiı ÁÎ◊ı ÁÎ◊ı ÷ı … ÿıÂ‹Î_ flËı »ı ÷ı ÿıÂfiÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiı
Á‹∞ ’HÎ Â¿ı. ±ı… ‰¬÷ı ±‹ı ÷ıfiı Ïÿ‰Î‚Ì, fi‰flÎÏhÎ,
fiÌ«ı fi‹Ìfiı ‰ÏÕ·˘fiı ’√ı ·Î√Ìfiı ÷ı‹fiÎ ±ÎÂÌ‰Î̋ÿ
‹ı‚‰‰Îfi_ ‹ËI‰ ’HÎ Á‹Ω‰Ì±ı »Ì±ı. F›Îflı ±Î’HÎı
±ı ÿıÂ‹Î_ flËÌ±ı »Ì±ı ¿ı …ı CÎHÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fiÎ ‰·˘HÎÎ
(‹ı„SÀo√ ’˘À) …ı‰˘ »ı I›Î_ ±Î’HÎı ±Î’HÎÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı
’ZÎ’Î÷¤›Î̋ Ï‰«Îfl˘ ÂÌ¬‰Ì fi Â¿Ì±ı. Á˙fiÎ ÁÎ◊ı
flËı‰Î ‹ÎÀı ±Î’HÎı ⁄_fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘‹Î_◊Ì ±fiı ⁄Ì∞
¿˘¥’HÎ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘‹Î_◊Ì …ı ¿o¥ lıWÃ Ë˘› ÷ıfiı
±’fiÎ‰‰_ Ωı¥±ı.

÷ıfiÌ “Á‹÷·Î” ¿˘¥’HÎ T›„@÷ ‹ÎÀı Áfl¬Ì
fi◊Ì Ë˘÷Ì. ∞‰fi ±fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ‹ÎÀı ¿˘¥ «˘yÁ
flıÏÁ’Ì fi◊Ì Ë˘÷Ì. ±ı¿ ÏËoÿ ÷flÌ¿ı Ë _ …ı
‹ÎL›÷Î±˘ ‘flÎ‰_ »\_ ±fiı ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_◊Ì

“‹ÎflÎ CÎflfiÌ  Œfl÷ı Ë_ Ïÿ‰Î·˘ ∂¤Ì ¿fl‰Î fi◊Ì ‹Î√÷˘. ¿ı CÎflfiÌ
⁄ÎflÌ±˘ ⁄_‘ flÎ¬‰Î fi◊Ì ‹Î√÷˘. ‹ÎflÎ CÎfl‹Î_ ⁄‘Î ÿıÂ˘fiÌ
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi˘ ’‰fi ‹@÷’HÎı e_¿Î› ÷ı ‹fiı Ωı¥±ı »ı. ’fl_÷ ÷ı
⁄Ì∞ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘fi_ ‰Î‰Î{˘Õ<_ ‹ÎflÎ ’√ ±K‘fl ¿flÌfiı ‹fiı Œo√˘‚ı ÷ı
‹fiı ‹_…^fl fi◊Ì.”         - ‹ËÎI‹Î √Î_‘Ì

±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷‹Î_ ¤‚Ì±ı ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ ‰·˘b_

(‹ı„SÀo√ ’˘À)
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÎ Á_⁄_‘˘ — ¤Îfl÷Ì› ÷flÌ¿ı ±ÎT›Î,
±‹ıÏfl¿fi ÷flÌ¿ı flèÎÎ, ±ËŸ ⁄‘_ ¿<ÿfl÷Ì flÌ÷ı
… ◊›_......

…ı ±’fiÎ‰_ »\_
÷ı ⁄_fiıfi_ Ï‹lHÎ ¿flÌfiı ‹ÎflÌ ’˘÷ÎfiÌ ·Î¥ŒVÀÎ¥·
⁄fiÎ‰_ »\_ ÷ı ⁄Î⁄÷ ±Î ·ı¬ ‰Î_«fiÎfl ÷‹ÎflÎ‹Î_◊Ì
ÿflı¿ ‹ÎÀı ±·√ ⁄Î⁄÷ ËÂı.

…ı ¿o¥ ÂÌ¬T›_ »ı ÷ıfi_ ’Î·fi ◊Î› ÷ı …wflÌ
fi◊Ì. ±Î’HÎÎ _ ’ıflLÀÁ±ı ±Î’HÎÎ‹Î_ ÏËoÿ
Ï‰«ÎflÁflHÎÌfi_ ÏÁ_«fi ¿›* »ı ’fl_÷ ±Î’HÎı ÷ı‹Î_◊Ì
Â_ ±’fiÎ‰Ì±ı »Ì±ı ÷ı ±Î’HÎ˘ ÏfiHÎ˝› »ı.
±Î’HÎÎ‹Î_fiÎ ¿ıÀ·Î¿ Ë…\ ’HÎ ¿ıÀ·Ì¿ Ï‰Ï‘±˘
±Î’HÎı ÂÎ ‹ÎÀı ¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı ÷ı‰˘ ’˛ffi ’Ò»÷Î
Ë˘› »ı. ±Î ’˛ffifi˘ µkÎfl ±Î’HÎfiı Á_÷˘Ê¿Îfl¿
flÌ÷ı fi ‹‚ı ÷˘ ÷ı‰Ì ‹ÎL›÷Îı ±Î’HÎı ’Õ÷Ì ‹Ò¿Ì±ı
»Ì±ı. ÿÎ¬·Î ÷flÌ¿ı ±Î’HÎÎ‹Î_◊Ì ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ÷ı‹fiÎ_
⁄Î‚¿˘fiÎ_ fiÎ‹ “flÎÂÌ” ’˛‹ÎHÎı flÎ¬ı »ı. ’HÎ ÂÎ
‹ÎÀı? ‹fiı ±ı‰_ ¿Ëı‰Î›_ Ë÷_ ¿ı …L‹fiÎ «˘yÁ
Á‹›ı ±fiı ÷ÎflÌ¬ı ÁÒ›˝, «_ƒ ±fiı ⁄ÌΩ √˛Ë˘fiÌ
…ı ¿<_Õ·Ì fl«Î› »ı ÷ıfiÎ ±Î‘Îflı ⁄Î‚¿fi_ fiÎ‹
flÎ¬‰_ Ωı¥±ı. Ωı ÷ı‹ fi ¿flÌ±ı ÷˘ ±Î√‚ …÷Î_
‹U¿ı·Ì±˘ ±Î‰Ì Â¿ı. ±Î’HÎ ±Î‹Î_◊Ì ¿ıÀ·Ì ‰Î÷
‹ÎfiÌ±ı »Ì±ı ÷ı ±Î’HÎÌ ’Á_ÿ√ÌfiÌ ‰Î÷ »ı.
±Î’HÎÎ‹Î_fiÎ ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ·˘¿˘ ±Î‰Ì ¿˘¥ ⁄Î⁄÷
Ï‰«Î›Î˝ Ï‰fiÎ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiÎ_ fiÎ‹ flÎ¬ı »ı.

±ı¿ ⁄Î⁄÷ ÁÎ◊ı Ë_ Á_‹÷ fi◊Ì. ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ·˘¿˘
¿Ëı »ı ¿ı ±Î’HÎÌ fi‰Ì ’ıœÌ ‹˘ÀÌ ◊Âı I›Îflı ¿ıÀ·Î¿
Ïfl‰ÎΩıfiı fiËŸ ±fiÁflı. ’fl_÷ ‹ÎflÎ ¿ıÀ·Î¿ Ï‹hÎ˘
»ı ¿ı …ı±˘ ±Î’HÎÎ_ ’ıflLÀÁı …ı ÂÌ¬T›_ ÷ı‹Î_ ’W¿‚
lK‘Î flÎ¬ı »ı ±fiı ÷ıfi_ «V÷’HÎı ’Î·fi ¿flı »ı. ±Î
±ı … ·˘¿˘ »ı ¿ı …ı‹fiı ±Î’HÎı “ÿıÂÌ” (±Î ÂOÿ
‹Ò‚ Á_V¿Ú÷‹Î_◊Ì ±ÎT›˘ »ı …ıfi˘ ±◊̋ “±Î’HÎÎ
ÿıÂ‹Î_◊Ì” ±◊‰Î ÿıÂfi_ ±◊‰Î fiıÏÀ‰ ¿ı À̌ıÏÕÂfi·
◊Î› »ı. F›Îflı Ë_ ÷ı‹fiı Ωı™ »\_ I›Îflı ‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı
¿ı ÷ı±˘ ¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ±fiı ‹ÎL›÷Î±˘fiı …ı
flÌ÷ı ∞‰_÷ flÎ¬ı »ı ÷ı Ωı÷Î_ ±Î ÿıÂ‹Î_ ±Î’HÎÌ
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ @›Îflı› ¬˘‰Î¥ fiËŸ Ω›. ÷ı‹fiı ¤·ı “ÿıÂÌ”
¿Ë˘ ’fl_÷ ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiÎ_ ‹Ò‚Ì›Î_ ‹…⁄Ò÷’HÎı
±Î ÿıÂ‹Î_ flËıÂı ÷ıfi_ lı› ÷ı‹fiı ŒÎ‚ı … Ω› »ı.

÷˘, Á‹÷·Î (⁄ı·ıLÁ) ±ËŸ … »ı. ±Î’HÎÎ ⁄‘Î_
‹ÎÀı Á‹÷·Î ±·√ ±·√ »ı. Á‹÷·ÎfiÌ ¿˘¥
«˘yÁ flıÁÌ’Ì fi◊Ì. ±Î’HÎı Á˙ ’˘÷’˘÷ÎfiÌ flÌ÷ı
Á‹÷·Î ⁄fiÎ‰Ì±ı »Ì±ı. ±Î’HÎı ⁄ı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷±˘ ÁÎ◊ı
¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı flËÌ±ı »Ì±ı ÷ı ⁄Î⁄÷ ’HÎ T›„@÷√÷ »ı.
±Î’HÎfiı …ı √‹ı »ı ÷ıfi_ ±Î’HÎı Ï‹lHÎ ¿flÌ±ı »Ì±ı
±fiı ±ı’HÎÌ ’˘÷ÎfiÌ ⁄ı·ıLÁfiÌ flıÁÌ’Ì ⁄fiÎ‰Ì±ı
»Ì±ı. ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Ë˘› ¿ı πÏÕ›fi Ë˘› ÷ı‹Î_◊Ì …ı
√‹ı ÷ı ±Î’HÎı ‹ı‚‰Ì±ı »Ì±ı ±fiı ÷ı ±Î’HÎÌ
fl˘…⁄fl˘…fiÌ πÏÕ›fi, ±‹ıÏfl¿fi ·Î¥ŒVÀÎ¥·!

Ëo‹ıÂÎ_ Ë_ ÀÌfiÎ, ±·⁄Î‹Î
„V‹÷ ÷‹ÎflÌ Œı¥Á‰ıS› ‰‘Îflı »ı..








